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By DONALD J. GONZALES
Unies4.Preas Staff Correspondent
WASH INGT2N art 
—The.„Wate
'a- States hopes to 'Calm mount-
ing world fears of U.S. nuclear
tests by having observers from
47 free nations view this month's
Nevada tests.
U.S. officials said today it is
important to assure these nations
that such tests can be safely con-
trolled.
Tie officials also indicated the
UP.d States hopes to counter
Communist propaganda which
has been skilfully promoting
such fears.
The Atomic Energy Commis-
sion Friday issued the dramatic
invitation to the 47 nations to
c, send observers. U. S. officials
rioted a was made after the Su-
preme Soviet parliament in Mos-
cow Friday called on the U. S.
Coegress and the British Parties
mAt for an immediate ban of
the tests.
The invitations were issued
mainly to countries in the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, the
Baghdad Pact, the Southeast Asia
Treaty Organization and the In-
ter-American Defense Board.
Japan, which has been appeal-
ing to the United States, Britain
and Russia to call off nuclear
tit ing, also was invited to send
oisffervers,
India, however, was not. State
Department officials indicated
India possibly was passed over
because she plap a neutral game
between East and West and also
Is not a member of either the
Baghdad or SEATO pacts.
In addition to official observ-
ers, such of the 47 nations was
ia id to send newsmen to send
<,petelses back home on "at
keen one" of the nine test shots
which will be open to U.S. re-
porters
These :ests are scheduled for
May I& June 25-27, July 9-15-
25, Aug. 8-9 and Sept. 1.
Three Children
Die in Blaze
11 'HILADELPHIA CP) — Three
small children were killed early
today when they were overcome
by smoke as their mother tried
in vain to open a locked bedroom
window during a fire in their
North Philadelphia row house.
The victims were identified
as Jsiseph Gayton, 8, his sister.
Priscilla, 4, and a brother, Patrick
5. Three other children, John,
9 months. Hugh. 9. and a foster
Viola, 17, managed to
escape when neighbors raised a
ladder to another open second
floor window.
Police said the children and
the mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Gay-
ton, 27. were asleep when the
fire ,broke out in an oil burner
in the basement and filled the
house with smoke.
They said Mrs. Gayton took
.1yeph, Priscilla, and Patrick .to
it second floor bedroom window
and tried desperately to open
it. She then rushed trr try another
window but collapsed from smoke
inhalation.
Meanwhile, t he three other
children managed to escape and
firemen, who were summoned,
carried Mrs. Gayton unconscious
from the house. When the mother
regained consciousness, she told
e firemen of the other three
Ictildren, but by the time rescuers
reached them, they were dead.
The father. Joseph, 29. an
employe of t h e Philadelphis
Transportation Co., was at work
at the time and arrived on th,
scene later.
The blaze was confined to the •
basement.
mirm am.
Weather
Report
By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky — Mostly
cloudy with scattered showers
end some thunderstorms likely
tbday, tonight and Sunday. High
'today and Sunday near 80, low
tonight 60.
Some 5:30 a.m temperatures:
Louisville 64, Lexington 63, Cov-
ington 62, Bowling Green 63.
London 61, Paducah 60 and
Hopkinsville 58.
a
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IN OUR 78th YEAR
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, May 11, 1957
HE'd'i'ARACHUTE 740,000 FEET
CAPT. HENRY P. NIELSEN of the Aero Medical laboratory, Dayton,0., Ls the man who is scheduled to try a 90,000-foot parachute drop
this summer. He Is shown adjusting a trial dummy at New Brigh-
ton. Minn., before It was sent up by balloon to make a similardrop. But it couldn't get Mae. (Internattonat douruipeotoS
Billions Lost In Forest
Fire In Massachusetts
BOSTON cifl — Widespread
showers broke a month - long
drought Friday night, but provid-
ed only "a breather" for fire-
ravaged New England
The first rain to fall on the
region since early April temp-
orarily ended the critical forest
fire menace The rain arrived
two hours after flames were
checked at historic Plymouth.
Mass., in New England's worst
forest tire in 10 years.
Estimates of loss in the billions
were called "conservative" by
forestry officials.
Massachusetts Gov. Foster Fur-
colo ordered an immediate pro-
To Attempt To
Even Series
Murray State's nine - attempts
to even a two game series with
Tennessee Tech at Thorobred
Park this afternoon.
Both OVC clubs are in an
unusual role with the conference
interest centered elsewhere. Sev-
eral times in the past this late
meet,ng between the Eagls and
Thorobreds served as a sooth-
sayer since both usually met for
the lhampiunship.
This year, the tide has turned
as neither Murray or the Ten-
nesseans are setting the pace in
their respective divisions. West-
ern has already cinched the
Western half and Morehead is
headed for the Eastern crown.
The Sauternites dropped a, 5-3
decision to Tech at Cookeville
April 20 and have won 7 of 17
for the season. They will con-
clude the regular season here
next Tuesday with Austin-Peay.
'Gustav Says No
KING GUSTAV of Sweden turned
down the request of British
Jeri pianist Robin Douglas-
Borne for the hand of his
granddaughter, Princess Mar-
garetha (above). No money,
no position, the king decldecL
But the word t• that in a year
or so Douglas-Home could get
an answer he'd like better. The
romance began when they met
In London. (International)
gram of cloud-seeding in hopes
of manufacturing more rain.
Furcolo said. "We hold no
hope for artificial rainmaking,i
but we are determined to leave l
no stone unturned." The plan,
to be carried out in four areas
of Massachusetts, was revealed
a few hours after Furcolo asked
the legislature for three million
dollars to meet forest fire ex-
penses_
Mom Rain Needed
Massachusetts Commissioner of
Natural Resources Francis W.
Sargent, said the showers provid-
ed "only a breathing spell." He
repeated his earlier warning that
"we need at least two inches
of soaking rain" to-end the forest
fire danger. The Weather Bureau
forecast called for less than one
Inch ending early today.
In Farmingdale. N. J., betwee
200 and 240 children had to be
removed from a nearby tubercu-
losis sanitarium when a forest
fire threatened the Howell Twp.
Prevention and other homes in
the area.
The children were taken to
nearby schools and sheltered for
the night.
In Albany, N. Y., Gov. Averell
Harriman banned all camping
in wooded area and canceled
all state police days off in an
effort to stem the 1,000-odd
forest fires that have burned
nearly 15,000 acres in the last
five days.
Maine Also Hit
The Plymouth fire and another
at West Kennebunk, "./.ine were
the last to be—broeght under
control. At Plymouth a force
of 2,500 grimy fire-fighers wearily
walked away from the last of
the smouldering embers of 20.000
acres of forest.
Despite heavy losses. estimated
I at $1.500,000 in the Plymouth
fire alone, no deaths have been
reported in the five days of
fires which blackened thousands
of acres of forest and destroyed
some 175 homes.
Soot-blackened firemen were
preparing for a street-to-street
fight in Plymouth when the
flames were tuned back. Though
the fire was Officially under
control, a force of 1.000 men
coninued to force of 1,000 men
coninued to parol the edges of
the community to guard against
"underground" fires rekincilims
near showplace homes peservesi
from the pilgrim era.
IMPROVING
R. E. Kelley of the Murray
Hatchery, is improving nicely at
the Murray Hospital after having
suffered a heart., attack on May
1.
BLACKSMITH WANTED
PROVIDENCE, R. I. — SA —
When the state government ad-
vertised for a blacksmith. Three
smiths applied for the job. The
state has no horses but uses the
blacksmith for various types of
metal work.
Rain Hits Most
Of Nation Today
y UfarED PRESS
Rain fell over almhst the en-
tire nation today, giving tempor-
ary' relief to fire
-ravaged wood-lands in New England, but creat-ing new flood threats in Louisi-
ana and Texas.
he month-long drought in
lis.sr-tisease --was- snapper -by
showers Friday night, just two
hours after flames were finally
subdued at Plymouth, Mass. But
officials feared that the ,Sarief
downpour would not be suffici-
ent to end the fire menace. A
program, of cloud' seeding was
ordered by Massachusetts Gov.
Foster Futeolo in an effort to
thoroughly drench still smould-
eding areas.
Forestry officials agreed that
loss estimates in the billions
were "conservative," and 'added
that at least two inches of rain
were essential. Weathermen, how
ever, predicted less than one
inch would fall before ending
early today.
Despite heavy losses in the
Plymouth fire, no deaths were
reported after five days of flames
licked at forests and homes. Mas-
sachusetts remained in a state of
emergency, and all six- N e w
England states continued their
forest and golf course restric-
tions.
New England has seen over
1,000 fires during the past five
days, officials reported.
More showers were forecast
today for the flood-and-storm
plagued areas in Texas and Lou-
isiana. Unofficial reports sain up
to three inches of rain fell in
the west Texas area Friday night,
Paris Receives
Natural Gas
Allotment
The teeters! Power Commission
yesterday awarded the Paris.
Tennnessee, Henry County Board
ef Public Utilities an allotment
of natural gas from the Ameri-
eari-Louisana Pipeline Company,
according to a report in the Paris
daily paper.
The district will begin work
in about 30 days on construction
of the one and one-half million
dollar system with completion
expected ,in about one year.
Lee Dyer, president- of the gag
district, said today that the R. L
Bernado Construction Company--
of. Memphis is Isms bidder on
the construction of the system
'Which will serve Paris, Puryear,
and Whitlock.
The line will run down U.S.
641 after leaving the main line
near Puryear.
Madisonville To
Get Federal Aid
MADISONVILLE 4? — Mayor
David Parish said Friday the
federal government has given
final approval to a request for
federal funds for consruction of
its new sewage disposal plant.
Madisonville's total sewage dis-
posal system will cost an esti-
tnated $1,300,000, including a
secondary treatment plant, two
pumping stations, force mains,
outfall sewers a n d additional
sewer lines not eligible for federal
aid.
Miss Nancy Cummins
Miss Nancy Cummins is the
entry of Bilbrey's Goodyear.
Miss Cummins is the daughter
of, Mrs. E. C. Cummins and is
a home economics major at Mur-
ray State. She is 19, and has
brown halt and brown eyes.
She enjoys- the piano and in
the sports field goes out for
swimming and soft ball.
State Officers Of
Woodmen Circle
Are Honored Here
State officers of the Murray
and Cadiz groves weig...honored
Thursday evening at the Wood-
men Circle banquet at the
Woman's Club House.
Miss Loretta Culvef. state cap-
tain.- -htrie41.7. Mettrgier, eta
atteridant. Mrs. Genera Hamlett,
past state chaplain, and Mrs.
Oneida Boyd, local president,
were presented gifts of costumejewelry from the* Murray grove,
and Mrs. Goldia McKeel Curd,
state manager and national rep-
resentative, was given a past
state president's pin.
Mrs. Boyd and the state of-
ficers who were present' received
small gifts from the state mana-
ger as expressions of her per-
sonal appreciation and recogni-
tion 'Of their work and their
cooperation.
Miss Brenda Brandon. accom-
panied by Miss Deanna Story
furnished the special music for
the occasion.
Cadiz guests attending the
meeting were Mrs. Frances De-
Name, state vice president, 'Miss
Gwen Wallis, state treasurer,
Mrs. Emma Hooks, Mrs. Eunice
Thomas, and Vicki DeName.
Mrs. Hazel Tutt. had charge of
table decorations. A colorful
Maypole with a base of red roses
and streamers of Woodmen Cir-
cle colors ending with red roses
was used as the centerpiece.
Junior graduation for Miss
Jane Hargis was the feature
ceremony of the evening. Linda
Boyd and Joan Roberts served
as pages presenting to the grad-
uate a bouquet of red roses and
the colors of the flag.
The state officers were invited
to serve as guest officers during
the ceremonies of the evening.
A picnic at She Melugin cabin
at Kentucky Lake is being plan-
ned for the first Thursday in
June.
Murray Third
In Regional
Track Meet
Murray High came in third
yesterday in ,the regional track
Meet: The meet was taken by
Tilghman with Hopkinsville com-
ing in second.
Jerry Buchanan won the 880
yard run for the only first place
win. Shroat came in second in
the 100 Yard dash. In the broad
jump Buchanan came in third
and Wells fourth.
Brewer came in third in the
shot put and Rockas came in
third in the discus throw.
Tilghman piled up 67 points,
Hopkinsville 33 'j and Murray
High 27.
PROBLEM OF DIPLOMACY
LONDON IP — Norwegian Am-
bessador Per Prebensen gave
diplomats here his own definition
of a diplomat: A diplomat is a
person who tries to solve com-
plicated problems which would
never have arisen if there had
been no diplomats."
IMAMiss Carolyn Holmes
Thurman Furniture Company
plans to enter Miss Carolyn
Holmes • in the contest. She is
the daughter of Mrs. Ann Holmes
and is a journalism and english
major.
She is 20 years old, has light
brown hair and blue-green eyes.
Her hobbies are dancing, tennis
and judo.
•
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Union Chief Faces New
Charges From Committee
raham 
- --
Arrives For Revival
NEW YORK 'IIP —Billy Graham
arrives here today to spend 61e
weeks in a $900,000 religious
crusade because a spiritual a-
wakening in New York "will
make an inia etto.. the entire
natI
"The Billy Graham New York
Crusade" will be the evangelist's
most expensive series gif meetings,
his 35-man headquarters an-
nounced.
The series will double a 1954
record cost of $450,000 for 12
weeks of appearances in London.
one of Billy's press spokesmen
said. Much of the money has
already been raised through vari-
ous donations.
The biggest single outlay fo'r
the crusade will be $350.000 rent
for Madison Square Garden, he
said. The evangelist is scheduled
to preach there nightly from
Wednesday until the end of June.
If the evangelist fulfills his
sehts.dule, he will have tied up
the Garden, which advertises it-
self as "the world's most versatile
stage," for six days more than.
the 40-day Ringling Brothers Bar-
num and Bailey Circus run ear-
lier this spring.
"The Help Spirit directed Paul
to move his base of operations
from Jerusalem to Antioch," Gra-
ham told his followers. "Antioch
was the crossroads of the world.
a melting pot of nations....and
people who were brought to Christ
under Paul's ministry spread the
good news to the ends of the
earth._
"If there is a spiritual awaken-
ing in New York. it will make an
impact on the entire nation," he
said.
How much impact there will be
-could be affected 0" growing
cdntroverst over the handsome,
crowd-drawing evangelist's meth-
ods. First Roman Catholic and
other' clergymen have advised
their flocks not to attend the
gatherings.
Jitterbugging Not •
Dangerous, Court
FRANKFORT —Kentucky's
highest court Friday handed down
a solemnly worded ruling on
"jitterbugging," holding that It
is not a dangerous toren of danc-
ing.
The Court of Appeals ruled
in favor of the Brown Hotel.
LoUisville, in a case in which
a 60-year old woman, claimed
she had been injured by a jitter-
bugging coupk. while dancing at
the hotel.
In its opinion -the court stated.
"The jitterbugs described in the
testimony- were active, not row-
dyish: enthusiastic, not callous,.
the risk involved here came
within the scope of those ordin-
arily assumed by devotees of
the dance."
Mies Margie Whitmer
Miss Margie Whitmer is the
entrant of Ward Auto Supply
in the Murray JayCee Miss Mur-
ray JayCee Beauty Contest set
for May 17.
Miss Whitmer is the daughter
of Hearld A. Whitmer of Louis-
ville and is majoring in music
at Murray State. She is 21, has
blond hair and blue eyes.
She counts bowling as her
best sport.
Beck Used Funds For His
Own Use Rackets Group Says
By HERBERT FOSTER'
iOulted Press Staff Coreispondent
WASHINGTON It? 
—The Sen-
ate Labor Rackets Committee
next week will investigate what
Dave Beck demanded of t h e
Fruehauf Trailer Co. after lend-
ing it ',mono° of his Teamster
Union's funds.
Committee counsel Robert F.
Kennedy told reporters today the
inquiry will not be 'aimed at the
loan itself, which was announced
long ago. but "what occurred
after that."
He said the investigation did
not necessarily imply wrong do-
ing by Fruehauf. The lean was
repaid with- --interest in 14
months.
Beck, head of the nati:sn's big-
gest union, was pictured at Fri-
day's hearing as a man who split
a $11,585 profit from selling
Suspect Escapes
One Sheriff But
Caught By Another
Tennessee lawmen are finding
Calloway County fugitives hard
to hold.
On Thursday Sheriff Alvis Wall
of Henry County came here t3
extradite a suuth accused of
stealitss, beet motor from ;.•
bait shop near Dover. The sus-
pect. identified as Clifford Hughes,
Poplar St,. eluded Wall while
the latter was preparing to take
him back to Paris.
Wall. nick named "Henry
County's Fiddling Sheriff' by
Paris newspaper reporters, was
joined by Sheriff Brigham Futrell
and city police in an effort to
recapture Hughes but failed.
Yesterday the county officials
in Paris informed the Ledger &
Times that Hughes had been
nabbed in Stewart Criunty and
was being held in Stewart County
Jail.
-7-
Farewell To Pinia
To Be Made Today
NEW YORK fift —The worlds
of Broadway and opera will bid
solemn farewell today to Ezio
Pinza, the basso who became a
matinee idol after middle age.
Pinza died in his sleep Thurs-
day morning after suffering his
third stroke in less than a year.
,He would have been 65 next
Saturday.
Funeral services for Pinza.
former star of the Metropolitan
Opefa and such musicals as
"South Pacific" and Fanny", will
be held at the Cathedral of St.
John The Divine in Manhattan
There will be no eulogy. Pinza
Will be buried at Putnam Ceme-
tery in Greenwich. Conn.
Mies Patricia Ann Rodgers
The Bank of Murray will en-
ter Miss Patricia Ann Rodgers
in the Miss Murray JayCee
Beauty Contest.
She is a major in drama and
english at Murray State. She is
18, has blond hair and blue
eyes. Her hobbies are Sewing
and reading, wits swimming and
softball her favorite sports.
moregages 41, a memorial fund
for The widow 47,f his best friend.
Dual Trusteeship Charged
He was trustee of the memorial
fund and as trustee of Teamster
money, too, granted himself a
loan .te buy the mortgages which
he sold to the memorial fund at
a profit, Kennedy said.
. The 31 - year - old committee
counsel said this was just one of
four ways by which Beck and
his family enriched themselves
iron\ the investment of more
than nine mititnn dultars -Leff'
Teamster money in mortgages. •
Beck himself is expected to re-
turn to the witness chair next
week and be given a chance to
explain detailed charges that
he used his piower with the union
to line his pockets.
The Teamster boss already has
pleaded the Fifth Amendment
150 times before the committee
rather than answer questions.
However, he said late Friday in
a press release that the union's
investments under his guidance
have shown a steadily increasing
yield.
At the same time the commit.
tee was disclosing Beck's finan-
cial dealings. Teamster "crows
prince" James R. Hotta, lost a
fight in federal court to quash
bribery and 
--ropiracy charges
against
But he won a 21-d.ty postpone-
ment of his trial that wag set
for May 27. He also was granted
permission to seek another pest-
powiment if an impartial jury
can not be obtained by then.
Accusation Links Prober
Hotta -is charged with bribing
a Rackets Committee investiga-
tor to slip him committee secrets
about its Teamster investieatign.
Some of the deals disclosed
this week fell in the period be-
ginning in 1954 when the com-
mittee has said Beck. deep in
lneeme tax trouble, raised money
to replace part of the $322.000
that he is charged with taking
from Teamster treasuries.
The committee charged last
March that Beck agreed to re-
pay at least $200,000 to the un-
ion, then tried to borrow that
sum (rem Fruehauf. The firm
couldn't spare' it but arranged
a loan for Beck from Bowen
Trailer & Equipment Co. of
Chicago.
Then to help repay Brawn,
Beck sold back to the union for
$163.000 the home in which he
still lives rent-free-sand which
the union helped pay for in the
first ['Lice. the commieee said.
Honest John
Rocket To Be
Fired May 19
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky. — The
Pentomic 101st Airborne Division
will display itsernighty "atomic
punch" to the visiting public
during Foil Campbell's Armed
Forces. Day celebration. Sunday,
May 19. when troopers of division
artillery fire three Honest John
fockets during a - demonstration
(if firing and paratrooping at
Yamoto Drop Zone. 2:30 to 3:30
Particular armament of Battery
A (Honest John) (Airborne),
377th 'Artillery, the Honest Jehn
is not a guided missile. but an
all-weather rocket that is aimed
into free flight from a launcher.
Despite a weight of several tons,
it is simple in design. It is a
loner _ range artillery substitute
with considerably more battle-
field mobility and tremendously
increased forepov..er. Its range:
more thffie.15 miles.
NAUTILUS PACirt-C BOUND
WASHINGTON 414 — The
',atomic-powered .submarine Nau-
tilus will join the Pacific Fleet
for a two-month tour late this
month. the Navy announced._
Tuesday.
The Nautilus, the nation's first
atom-powered submarine, will
lease New London. Conn.. about
May 15 and go to the West Coast
by sway of the Panama Canal,
the Navy said.
• I 
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WHAT IS TH WOKLD COMING TO?
•
-A ---reasaV-esitilgac--4.- Xisufsasseature.d a—Latta—Press_ artis
cie on tne iront page sivnich reports a new birth rec-
ird ior loots, tne sixth year in a tuw, and states Amen-
tan is turning to marriage, ntime and tamity at a
nore rapid rate than ever betore.'"kne article was sent
nit trom New lank.
On anotner page of the same issue there is another
Jnited fress article, sent out trom Wasnington, cleating
slut a tour-y.far study of benavior of teen-agers and it
itates delinquency is increasing at an alarming rate. Like
float reports at tne kind it is an offitial goverment sur-
Tey, autnorized and nnanc_ed by act ot Congress, the
;time sort of official  investigation that keeps the Living
lay-Swats scared out ot us over increasing ttussian might
ma our own dwindling resources in manpower, lighting
Nuipment and finances.
inc report on marriage, home and family was corn-
ailed oy tne Mett ipuiitau Lue insurance Company, re-
puted to be the 1.rgest corporation in the world wiaose
economic future vi based on the kind of citizens today's
,een-agers become.
Ss nat are we to believe? We can take our choice, of
:ourse .1S1 prefer to go along with tne Metropolitan
Cue Insurance Company, and it we had idle tunas. to in-
vest in industry we would put it into firms which special-
s-ze in household appliances, diapers or toys, rather than
iawed-ott shot-guns, booze or otner equipment sought
Dy delinquents.
W e deplore the thousands of highway accidents that
are killing and injuring so many ot our boys. and girls,
out the tact auldren don't know how to - avoid accidents
does not 'Liss", -are any worse than their grand-
parents. is it that' they are wrecking
400 horsepotsci 
.•
We utse.e il driving could save thous-
ands of liveø rsau"Asa. etiacation can reduce detinqus
ency. Let's stop "vie 144.(ge vivito alarm' and start helping
youth to wive Its pr'oblems in order to arrive at age 2a
iale and sound. What happens atter that is their own
,
Five Years Ago Today
Ledger & Times File
Mil. Charlie Bradley passed away at her home at
1108 Main Street, Wednesday at 5:30_p.m.
The deceased, who was 77 years of age, was preced-
ed in death by her husband on April 13 of this year.
Surviving relatives are one daughter,Miss Frances
Bradley, Murray; two sons, Rob Bradley of Louisville,
Edward Bradley, Evansville; three grand-children, Rob
T. Bradley, Englewood, Tenn., Shirley Ann Bradley and
Edward Linn Bradley, Evansville, and two great grand-
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp talked with their son,
Jimmie Klapp, last evening. He is serving with the Army
Air Force at Lackland Air Base in Texas.
The Scott Drug Company is undergoing extensive re-
modeling this week, according to Mrs. G. B. Scott, owner.
The College NeWs won the All-American or highest
rating, accorded by the Associated Collegiate press of
the University of Minnesota. according to a notice receiv-
ed by Prof. E. T. Schmidt, Journalism Director.
Rue Overby, office manager of the Murray anu-
facturing Company, was elected president of e Murray
Lions Club last night at their regular •. •eting at the
Woman's (Tub House.
10 Years Ago his Week
Ledger & Times File
Dr. R. D. Hollowell, pedeatrician of St. Petersburg,
Fla., has taken office space at 107 North Fourth Street
and will begin practice in Murray in July, it was an-
nounced here this week.
Dr. Hollowell is a brother of Miss Lillian Hollowell,
member of the English Department at Murray State Col-
lege.
Lester Nanney, Calloway County Court Clerk, was
elected chairman of the Calloway County Harry lee
Waterfield organization at a meeting of Waterfield bant-
ers in the County Court House Thursday night.
Mrs. Elvis Bidwell of Chicago, III., is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Adams, South Eighth St.,
this week.
The New .Concord Homemakers Club met at the home
of Mrs. Aubry Farris for an all day meeting and quilt-
ing. The quilt was presented to Mrs. Taft Patterson.
Mrs. Lois Waterfield spent Sunday with Mrs. Gertie
Grubbs and Miss Maud Walker.
Mrs. Jack Bailey was hostess at her home Thursday
evening to a small group of friends honoring Mrs. Mar-
garet Ruth-Boaz, whose marriage to Charles Henry Jones
was solemnized Saturday.
2.0 Years Ago This Week
Ledger & Times File
• Dr. C. II. Jones and family, who have been residing
in Murray, College Addition, for the past three years,
returned last Thursday to their home and farm at Lynn
Grove. Dr. Jones opened his office there Friday.
Dr. Jones became a merrIlSer of the staff of the Key-
, .
V-
V.
MISSILE JUST AFTER FIRING
• — 
- •
nos is an unusual rear view of the British sir-to-air Flrestreak
guided missile. Photo was made by camera mounted on wing of
the aircraft firing the Firestreak. (Zettreationni
American League
W L Pci GB
Chicago
New York
Cleveland
Boston
Kansas City
Detroit
Baltimore.
Washington
13
12
11
12
11
11
9
8
8
9
11
12
11
18
.650
.600
.579
.571
.500
.478
.450
.217
11/2
11/2
3
31/2
4
91/2
Yesterday's Results
Chicago 6 Detroit 4, night
Cleveland 4 Kansas City I, night
Baltimore 4 New York 1, night
Washington at Boston, ppd., rain
Today's Games
Chicago at Detroit
New York at Baltimore, night
Kansas-City at Cleveland
trshington at Boston
Tomorrow's Garies
,
Chien's, at DeTrolt
Kansas City at .Cleveland (2)
New York at Baltimore
Washington at Boston (2)
National League
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
St. Louis
New York
Chicago
Pittsburgh
14
13
12
11
10
9
7
5
L Pct GB
6 710)
7 650 1
8 600 2
9 550 3
9 .526 31/2
13 409 6
13 .350 7
16 238 91/2
Yesterday's Results
New York 2 Bru;i5klYfr'l; night
Philadelphia 3 P slaw* 1, night
Milwaukee t. Louis 5, night
Cincin at Chicago, ppd., rain
Today's GRIMM
Brooklyn at New York
Cincinnati at Chicago
Milwaukee at St. Louis
Philadelphia at Pittsburgh
Tomorrow's Games
cirookisn at New Yule
ethitaueiphia at lattsourgh (2)
nincinnati at nhicago (e)
aeuwauttee tient. Louts is)
Murray State
Short Of
Hill Stopper
Murray State's Racers, though
encouraged by an lith hour rise
on the cnamond which saw them
sweep by four successive oppon-
ents, still lacks a set hill stop-
per.
Rich Coleman and Tom Wells,
their most over workect hurlers,
have failed to come through at
critical moments and white its
true they have fair unearned
run averages and have seen the
Racer infield ten apart on cm-
tense at times, excessive base:
oases on balls have been we
inlerence. •
Wells who leads the Breds in
in free passes with 31. Cotemari
strike outs also heads the herd
has walked 23 enemy batters
and favors an earned run average
of 2.50.
Randall Miles is the won and
lost per centage leaner With a
2-0 record but one of his wins
was packed up in relief. Wells is
2-4 lur the season with a ERA ot
3.19.
Murray owns an• over ail
slate of 7-10. Their hitting has
been spotty, ranging Irum cold
to torrid. I he brigntest star fell
three weeks ago w nen rookie sec-
ond baseman Louis Snipp was
Injured ana missed six games.
The termer Leeneville -Shawnee
bomber leads the Racers at the
piiite, sporting a nifty ..)85 aver-
age.
I he clouting of Wayne Brown-
ing and Berm Reed were fac-
tors in the recent team surge.
Part Was
Change For
Widmark
Aline Mosby is on vacation.
Tough guy Richard Widmer&
tells of his transformation into
an effeminate character for
"Saint Joan."
By RICHARD WIDMARK
Written For United Press
HOLLYWOOD (111 —When Otto
Premmger approached me to
play the pare of Charles, the
dauphin, in his production of
Bernard Shaw's "Saint Joan," I
readily accepted, but with a
slight twinge of misgiving. -
The role of Charles VII of
France was the exact type of
role I had always wanted to
play, but my immediate thoughts
concerned how thy fans- would
react to my portrayal of a weak-
ling king.
For 10 long years, ever since
I was ,,called upon to shove a
sweet old lady down a flight of
stairs in "Kiss of Death," I've
always been the film tough guy
pushing people around. Maybe
this new picture was a form of
retribution, however, because as
Charles, the dauphin, I'm pushed
around by everybody.
Role Required Research
The part of the dauphin was
entirely different from any of
the modern roles I was familiar
with and this particular part
required extensive research.
Charles VII, although weak in
many respects, was not an idiot
or a fool, and to portray him as
he actually was, and also accord-
ing to Shaw's graphic descrip-
tion, required interpretation that
could not be garnered by just
reading the script.
I found myself in the actual
role of a history- student again.
I persued volumessof hooks re-
garding not only 'the dauphin,
but the -. political problems that
confronted him in the pressing
pathetic times leading up to
France's bloody war with Eng-
land.
Befbre we started shooting the
picture, there were many weeks
of rehearsal and my co-star,
Jean Seberg (Joan of Arc), the
Both were inserted ipto the line-
up in a desperation move by
Manager Wa,eloo Smiler and eacn
wielded a big stick. The former
collected 5 hits in his first 13
at bats, including two home runs.
Don Dingwerth has shaken an
early.season slump to boost his
batting average to 360. The
first sacker gamed two singles
in the 11-4 loss to Evensvilie
Wednesday and leads his team in
runs, hits and tutal hasees. cat-
cher Cy Bradley is hitting .311
and Reed rounds out the .300
class with. .303.
Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
NEW YORK IV) —, Harry Ar-
thur (Cookie) Lavagetto, taking
over as manager of tne, Wash-
ington Senators, is a cinch to
prove once again the old Du-
rocheram that "nice guys finish
last."
Cookie is a nice guy and a
good baseball man. but t h e
senators are the punching bag
of the American League ano
this has to be the most hopeless
jou in baseball.
Washington collapsed years ago
and there s no succor in signe
It took its last dais in ltlal.4
and in the intervening 23 years
has been out 01 the second
dt‘ision only four times, the
last of those rarities coming a
long 12 years ago. 'Inc larm
system is a moexery and the
accent is on Latin - American
players because they come cheap-
er.
Rowboat Without Oars
Houston Clinic-Hospital February 1934, just after the
death of the late Dr. Ben B. keys. lie will continue to
give anesthetics at the clinic.
State Highway Commissioner Robert Humphreys ad-
vised this week in a conversation with Nelse Waggoner,
Calloway County inspector ot concrete, that he was ready
to let the contract for surfacing with concrete the road
trom Murray to Mayfield by way of Coldwater and
Farmington.
Mrs. Will Fulton, Mrs. Adrien McRee, and Mrs.
Maude Schmidt, daugnters of the late Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Barnett, beloved citizens ot Murray, this week gave to
the Murray Woman's Club a beautiful hill site in South
Murray to be used for a Club or Community House.
The Calloway County Board of Education enjoyed,
another splendid dinner Monday when its members were
guests in the gracious and hospitable home of Mr. and
Mrs. F. B. Crouse, of Lynn Grove. Mr. Crouse is the
member of the board fro mthe Swann District.
Those fortunate enough to be present,. fairly gorged
themselves on delicious baked chicken with dressing,
salad, and all the wonderful trimmings, topped off with
pineapple ice cream and two kinds of cake.
Mr. and Mrs. Carney Hendon will leave the first of
June for an extended visit id' California and to attend
the biennial convention of the Woodman of the World, to a while now. You can't see
which 11r.*Hedbn is a delegate. - sunshine from a coal mine.
ne.
So Chuck Dressen was booted
off the benen, to change the
window dressing and Coueie, his
coach, was namtn captain 01
the rowboat without bars.
Cookie is a sv,•aritly, Clack-
hairea man 01 44 -wan) is on the
5111111. slue. lie piceeti up ma
micatname at AS wiien ne juineu
his home town Odit 'anti team.
sae ousiness managers nickname
Loukle and, when tie •-adopteu'
tne youngster, Lavagetto usteame
known as' Loahrhe.' raven-
many ne need me the mg
"esencle.''
The following season, 1534, he
was up With zaiuuigIi iiflu in
iaoi he was traueu io asruottlyn.
cuoine was a isouger 51.50003
/Or seven years, Waul /Mir yeses
out iii ark: iniukhe LUC-
serv iCe, aaiu ne can L ue
as Lilt: SiitKes.1.10(0 5d.atiiikdii ill
(-newly. sae ice ne ICO ile teagtie
LU El 1 UIS. VIOL was ne a ipeai.
linter, with 'a .117ie mate 01
The Big Moment
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menspers of the cast and every-
one concerned contributed great-
ly to what success I have achiev-
ed as Charles VII.
Exacting Schedule
Along with involved constum-
ing, this picture also required
extensive use of make-up, and
I had to report to the studio
every morning at 4 for t w o
weeks to enable the make-up
artists to age me, as the dauphin,
from 26 to 51 years.
I firmly believe that this un-
usual type of role is excellent
background for any actor, re-
gardless of how he has been
typed or to what parts he feels
he is best suited.
My part in "Saint Joan" was
a great challenge and although,
in a manner of speaking, I have
again gone modern, this time in
my first independent picture,
"Time Limit," I will never for-
get the rewaramg experience I
received when as a former tough
guy I finally became king of
France.
Phillie Wins Make Critics
Fade; Sanford Gets Fourth
But one hit at the tad enu
of ills career Carnet, nIna Moir
aCta,*aifl LiLalI 41a ane uhiers 5511
kuge,ner. anal waa tale AllA
ine Asti vs oriu aelies wawa,
oKe up 1 iiiiwee Lfev
aliJ-iijtlCl%Vim u
4.11111.11 MMUS.
• uric rill uoesn t make a great
player, ne iecane muueette.
a Hey don remeinuer 111611 List
nes1 uay I ituallec.l III the sialviL
W ' tat iyins I LW V&A
base.'
,ne next year cooeie wa
Jaca in iiie 1.1a.ti0la V., tit e it,
wuunu up nis paayink,
in Ivo. niece aneu tic liclb
m inc shauuw 01 Pressen, coacii-
ang tor ins Lung, 1.41.1“e
pliaortayn, Lmaialiu anu wasnaibt-
ton.
LA/utile had some other veo
day*, ilKe tutting a !name run
oil Burieigh L,iames His Iirs,
time at bat in the majors ano
the game in 1939 when he got
six hits in six times at bat.
But the good days are over for
the
By MILTON RICHMAN
United Press Sports Writer
Evoryone kissed the. Phillies
off this miring as a club that
viatild SW the fans asleep.
There were not so many today
as the Phils, winners in six of
their last eight games, climbed
to within three games of the
first place Braves.
Rookie Jac y Sanford chalked
up his fourth straight victory
without a' defeat in beating the
Pirates, 3-1, Friday night with
a three-hit effort. .
And Granny Han'imer, the guy
who was supposed to be all
washed up, smacked his second
homer since reclaiming his sec-
ond base job.
Sanford, a returning servce-
man who sometimes suffers from
numbness in his throwing arm,
exhibited a mighty live fast ball
in striking out 10 batters. Ron-
nie Kline went down to h i s
fourth defeat without a victory.
In other National League
games Johnny Logan drove in
five runs while leading Milwau-
kee to a 10-5 victory-over St.
Louis; Willie Mays, fresh out of
Fight Results
By UNITS() PRESS
SYRACUSE, N.Y. — Gaspar
Ortega, 147, Mexico, outpointed
Isaac Logart, 146, Cuba (12).
FLORENCE, S.C. —Willie Pep,
128, Miami, outpointed Many
Castro, 130, Miami (10).
HAMBURG, Germany —Willi
Hoeppner, 173, Germany, out-
pointed Yolande Pompey, 1691/2,
Trinidad (10). '
Doing Business
With Russia
Is Costly
By NORMAN .1. MONTELLIER
United Press Staff Correspondent
BELGRADE IS — Doing busi-
ness with Russia has cost Yugo-
slavia millions' Of dollars because
their mutual communism was
not elastic enough for Marshal
Tito's line of "independence."
Since June, 1955, when Yugo-
slavia and the Soviet Union sign-
ed a series of economic agree-
ments in Moscow and their five-
year rift yeemed over, things
have become more strained be-
tween the two.
The cost to Yugoslavia has
been tremendous. But government
officials are cautious in discussing
it. This field of foreign policy
L.; the touchiest of all. "Diffi-
culties," said Vladimir Ceric, state
undersecretary for general eco-
nomi&affairs, "have cropped up."
For the future, he said, Yugoslav-
Russian economic ties "depend
on the Soviet attitude."
Reduce Total Deal
The 1955 agreements included
a 110 million dollar trade pact
covering Soviet purchases if such
Yugoslav agricultural products
as downgraded fruit. by 1957
the total new has been reduced
to 70 million aotars and imple-
mention of even that much is
slow.
The Soviet Union-. promised
Yugoslavia a creced of 160 million
dollars for industrial develop-
ment, raw materials and foreign
excnange but only 30 million
obliars has come tnrough.
A promised atomic reactor has
not materialized. Most deeply
the Yugoslays feel the Soviet
failure to produce a pledgou
175 milion dollars for an alumi-
num plant, a item- on which
Yugoslavia pins high hopes for
future industrial .growth. The
Yugoslav plant was designed to
meet West Europe's aluminum
needs, now running 140,000 tons
a year head of European produc-
tion.
a hospital, paced the Giants to
a 2-1 triumph over the Dodgers.
The Cincinnati-Chicago game
was postponed by rain.
The Whitt; Sox took- over sole
possession of t h e American
League led with a 6-4 decision
over the Tigers; the Orioles
handed the Yankees their fffird
consecutive loss, 4-1; the Indians
defeated the Athletics, 4-1, and
the game between the Red Sox
and Senators was wiped out by
rain.
Logan .did the damage against
the Cards with a home run, two
singles and a double as rookie
Juan Pizarro went all the wait
for the Braves to gain his first
major league victory. Pizarro
commemorated the occasion with
a home run of his own and Ed
Mathews also homered for Mil-
waukee. Ken Boyer and Wally
Moon homered for the Cards.
The defeat was charged to Sam
Jones.
Mays helped the Giants beat
ex-teammate Sal Maglie with a
triple and two singles. It marked
the first time the Giants defeated
Maglie since he left them, Ruben
Gomez registered his fourth vic-
tory.
Southpaw Billy Pierce surviv-
ed a r'ocky first inning in which
Detroit sent eight men to the
plate and scored two runs to nail
down his fourth triumph. The
White Sox got to rookie Don
Lee for single runs in the second
and third and a decisive four-
run cluster in the fifth. Nellie
Fox and Red Wilson hit homers.
Right-hander Connie .Johnson
of the Orioles posted his first
win of the season after four los-
ees in defeating the Yanks.
Baltimore clinched the contest in
the fifth with a three-run rally '
off Johnny Kucks. Yogi Berra's
fourth home run of the season
in the eighth produced the Yan-
kees' only run.
Rookie Roger ,Mans -supplied
the pig wallop in Cleveland's
victory over Kansas City. Maria
had to leave the game with a
bruised side in the fifth but be-
fore departing slammed a two-
run homer off southpaw Gene
Host in the second inning. Mike
Garcia hurled a two-hit shutout
until the ninth when the Ath-
letics scored their only run. Ray
Narteski mopped - up - for Garcia.
4mmoollti
AN ALARMING DREAM
HIPSTON ON STOUR, Eng-
land —Fire engines roared off
to rescue a woman who said she
was surrounded by smoke and
flames. But there was no fire.
The woman had dreamed it anti
placed the alarm in her sleep.
Si',
"FLYING ANTS"
WATCH Otil FOR COSILY
TERMITF DAMAGE!
4
Call TERMINIX — World's
Largest Termite Control
Organization
All Work and Service
Performed By
OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX
CORP.
P.O. Box 84 Paducah, Ky.
Phone 3-2934 or 3-6696
Contact direct or for Reference
of Performance of Work call
Local Customers or
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Murray, Ky. Phone 262
MURRAY
'OR IVII-INI rhea>. 2
on, reine0,441, — 1.,46,
Open  6:30
Start  7:20
TONITE ONLY!
" 'We!. ul- srpAr'
(echl Deikle;
REAP THE
WILD WIND
SUNDAY - MONDAY
*FIRST 25 MOTHERS*
FREE SUNDAY!
—SEE TWO TOP PIX___
• aN..,
..,, 
...„,
A-N-D
to awwil. tialiatla
1aisliVorkl
- 
0.....s...E.
Wallis Drug
WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
OR IT CAN'T BE HAD
JIPT THAT
*other,f5r Dreos
Come True
LINDSEY'S
VOTE FOR
Lrnyde Steele
Candidate For
JAILER
OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
Democratic Primary, May 28
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
DEEPLY APPRECIATED
Frazee, Melugin & Holton
INSURANCE AGENTS
AUTOMOBILE
Telephone 331
Murray,
FIRE — CASUALTY
Gatlin Building
Kentucky
"It Does Make A Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
4
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HE SHOT BLIND BOY'S DOG 0 DEATHAt...
George and his new dog, a spaniel pup. Frank Latoskl, 56, poluta his shotgun.
ale starting romping with Latoski's son Edward, 14, and that Latoski "hates dogs" and ran out of
the shooting of a blind boy's boxer dog, Sgt. Bilko. A neighbor said the dog ran into the Latoski yard
A ROMULUS TOWNSHIP, MICH., man, Frank Latoski, faces charge of careless use of fireatml. In
, 
-the house and shotgunned Its head off. Latoskl said the dog had killed foto of his sheep. The blind
thboy, George Makins, Jr., 5, was somewhat consoled by a spaniel puppy, a gift of e Detroit Times.
George has been blind since birth,' (international Boundphotos)
•••
tinny Men Hiss Story
t Funny  Published
nymore
- By WILLIAM EWieD
ited Press Staff Corr pondent
NEW YORK (UPI —TV comedy
as reached a state of near-col-
apse.
Such members of the funny
)Usiness as Milton Berle, Martha
;aye, Red Buttons and Budday
iackett have popped out. Jackie
31eason and Sid Caesar, both
giants, are floundering. There
ire no really promising recruitsfi sight.
Henny Youngman, a skilled
raftsman in the funny business
br more than 30 years, thinks
se knows why. Most TV comics,
he says, don't even belong in
the business. What's more, says
Youngman,- the men responsible
for putting comedy on the air
wouldn't know a funny man if
they. fell over one.
th. Almost all of the guys you
Igoe on TV now are just mech-
anics," said Youngman today.
"They're not funny inside. They
don't think funny. They don't
feel funny.
Lists The Exceptions
"There are a few exceptions.
Groucho Marx was always crazy
on and off stage. Benny's a nat-
uraL George Burns is another
,very funny guy offstage. These
aillys stay in business not only fish, mostly trout, remain hid-
because they know what they're den in the shadows.
doing, but because they know
how to handle success, they
know how to enjoy life."
- Not so of the new breed, said
'Youngman. "Sid Caesar is great
on TV," he said. "But inside he's
no clown at all. You sit down at
a table with him and he doesn't
even open his mouth.
"Or take Buddy Hackett. He
',just wasn't equipped for the job.
Somebody sees him telling a
couple of jokes he's picked up
somewhere and they put him on.
But he doesn't last because he's
not funny.
"Or Sammy Davis. Everybody
keeps telling me how funny he
is. All he really is, is a mimic
doing the same thing week after
week with those two cornbi
pncles of his. There's nothing
'new or fresh there.
"Or Garry Moore. He's typical
of the new bunch. I don't even
know what his addience is
laughing about. All he does is
play games with them."
A few comics pass Young-
man's inspection. "Gleason is
funny inside," he said. "Phil
Silvers knows what he's doing.
Buttons is cute. Gobel has a ley J. Huggins put out traps,
sense of humor. Carney is a '
cleve man, but don't think 
hoping to catch the marauders.
he able to work by himself. 
Someone stole the traps.
Accuses Hope of Theft
"Bob Hope is pretty funny,
but he's the guy who stole my
style of short jokes. He stole
soy writers, too.
"But you take Mickey Rooney.
He's an. actor. He's not funny,
yet he tries to do comedy. Ten-
nessee Ernie Ford' He stinks all
around. Dick Shawn takes 40
minutes to get started. None of
these new guys have heart—the
sort ofthing a Bert Lahr has.
What we have is a v,m1rd of
/mediocrity."
A large part of the troubls,
said Youngman, lies in the men
responsible f o r programming
"The advertising men and the
guys who put shows together
fole don't know what's funny them-
selves. That's why they're in
trouble all the time. There are
too many people in this business
who don't belong in it.
"Now, me, I enjoy my work
and I play 40 weeks a yens. Sri
I've got no worries. And' I'll tell
you, after Itsoking at some of
these other guys on TV, I think
I'm a million dollar potential."
BACKSTAIRS AT -CHB
WHITTAIOUSF
By MERRIMAN SMITH -
United Press White House Writer
WASHINGTON RP — Back-
stairs at the White House:
Recently there has been heavy
dynamite blasting in the area
near Camp David, the presiden-
tial hideaway in the Catoctin
Mountains of western Maryland.
Some of the residents of the
area have been asking each other
Whether the government might
be building some bomb shelters
near the camp which President
Eisenhower still uses occasional-
ly for meetings of large groups,
although his Gettysburg, Pa.,
farm is only about 20 miles
away.
Another local theory is that
the government may be putting
in some small dams on t h e
streams running through the
federally owned Catoctin recre-
ational area to help improve the
fishing.
Another factor causes a rela-
tively sudden fall-off in trout
fishing in the President's neck
of the woods. With warm weath-
er, the flies begin to hatch, and
the fish, with such an ample
supply of natural food on hand,
become finicky about going for
artificial flies and other lures.
Gettysburg should be in the
big news this week end when
the President's house guest will
be Field Marshal Viscount Mont-
gomery. deputy commander of
NATO forces in Europe and a
World War II comrade-in-arms
of the Chief Executive.
Montgomery a n d Eisenhower
are old friends and probably
*ill devote ,their week end to
old soldier bull sessions and a
tour of the famous Civil War
battlefield which Eisenhower
promised the famous British
general some years ago.
Some of the President's staff,
including Wilton B. (Jerry) Per-
sons, deputy assistant to the
President, and Earl Chesney. ad
ministrative assistant, have been
fishing in the Catoctin Mountain
area recently, but not up near
Camp David itself where the
fishing generally is poor.
From now until about the end
of June is the best time to do
any sort of fishing in the Thur-
mont. Md. - Gettysburg area,
particularly in the hilly sections,
because when hot weather comes,
the streams lower a bit and the
water becomes so bright that the
TRAPS STOLEN
OGDEN, Utah — — After
complaining to police that dogs
had killed five of his sheep. Oak-
COZAD, Neb. --AP— Gov. Vic-
tor Anderson's "hardtack., state
budget proposals were brought
home, to him at the Cozad Far-
mers Heart Lift banquet here.
As evidence of the way the area
is "cutting the budget to the
bone," the governor was served
a ham bone and two beans.
OLDEST FIRM
NEWBURYPORT. Mass —Er--
Massachusetts' oldest business
firm is the Towle Manufacturing
Co., established here in 1690.
This firm of silversmiths is one
of 128 Massachusetts companies
that are more than 100 years
old.
EARNED A MEAL
ESSEX. Conn. —011— Volun-
teer firemen were extra hungry
when they finally arrived for
their annual banquet an hour
late. They had stopped en route
to douse a baze.
NEW YORK 0/1 — Alger Hiss'
own story of his trial and con-
viction is published today in
a book which charges he was
denied a fair trial from the
moment of his first appearance
before a congressional committee
through his final judgment by
the court of appeals.
The bok, "In the Court of
Public Opinion," reasserts Hiss'
innocence both of Communist spy
charges and of the perjury, in
denying them, for which he spent
three years, and eight months
in federal prison.
It is a step-by-step recounting
of the case which began with
charges -against him by confessed
spy Whittaker Chambers in 1948
and ended with the denial of
his last appeal for a new trial
19 months before he was released
from. prison.
. "I am confident now, as I have
always been, of eventual vindica-
tion," Hiss said this week.
He said he understands that
he may still seek a new trial
under some l' circumstances and
that his attorneys are pursuing
"all leads possible to this end...
as far as available money and
manpower will permit."
But he was judged, he con-
tends, in a court of unjustly
Inflamed public opinion and, as
his book title indicates, it is to
that court that he addresses his
argument.
Rochester Memorial
Plans Eternal Flame
ROCHESTER ,N. Y. —Er— An
"eternal flame" has been chosen
to symbolize Rochester's reverence
for its war dead in the recently
built Community War Memorial
building.
A shrine established for theme
who gave up their lives in the
two World Wars ad the Korean
conflict will contain an altar-
lige platform of white. marble
bearing a bronze truncate A cone:
From it will issue a gas-fed flame
that wiU burn night and day.
Flanking the shrine, expected
to be completed by Memorial Day
oy this year, will be a row of
U. S. Lags. _
. The Greenland ptarmigan molts
three times a year. It has black
and yellow feathers in the spring
gray in the fall and IS pure
white each winter.
W-L-A-C
TV SCHEDULE
Daylight Saving Time
AM-PM SUNDAY, MAY 12
11:00 Heckle and Jeckle
1130 Faith for Today
12:00 Litt le Rascals
12:30 Wild Bill Hickok
1:00 Hollywood Spectacular
2:30 The Visitor
3:00 Odyssey
4:00 The Spear Family
4:30 Air Power
5:00 Lassie
5:30 Soldier of Fortune
6:00 Ed Sullivan Show
7:00 G.E. Sunday Night Theatre
7:30 Alfred Hitchcock Presents
8:00 264,000 Chat1erge----
8:30 What's My Line
9:00 Code 3
9:30 Jack Benny
10:00 Sunday News Special
10.15 Weathervane
10:20 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
MORNING PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
6:00 Jimmy Dean Show
6:30 Channel 5's Farm Report
6:40 Speer Family
6:55 Morning News & Weather
7:00 Captain Kangaroo
7:45 CBS News
7:55 Morning News & Weather
8:00 Garry Moore
8:30 Arthur Godfrey
"Escaping" Cancer
Cells A Problem
CHICAGO —AP— Cancer may
occur in many patients because
deadly cell "crumbs" spill over
during an operation and seed the
system with lethal cancer colon-
ies.
This is the conclusion of a
growing number of scientists, ac-
cording to the American Cancer
Society.
The Society's Illinois division
reported that scientists at the
University of Illinois College of
Medicine have begun a program
to combat such risks.
A group working with DI
Warren H. Cole, immediatesit
president of the American College
of Cugeons, has shown experi-
mentally that prophylacitcs could
over take and destroy cells escap-
ing from a cancer.
N•w Techniques
The experimenters have adopt-
ed surgical techniques and drugs
designed to protect patients from
the lethal spillage of cancer cells
during an operation. Measures
now considered mandatory in
operations for cancer of the
breast, colon, rectum and stomach
include:
Tying.off early all blood ttves-
sels serving the operative area
and injecting a drug into the ab-
dominal cavity or veins at the
end of the operation.
Bathing the area with a solu-
tion capable of killing any cancer
cells that might have spilled over.
Injecting drugs for three days
after surgery into veins to chase
down and destroy any cancer
cells that might have escaped into
the bloodstream.
OVERCOAT COMES BACK
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich. —AP—
Dr. Jerome Mancewiecz's • miss-
ing overcoat "walked" back to
him at St. Mary's Hospital where
it had ben stolen 16 days earlier'
Mancewiecz spotted the overcoat
drapped over the shoulders of a
police prisoner brought to the
hospital feir treatment.
CO-ED CONFUSION
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
—A couple of co-eds at Middle
Tennessee State College can cause
quite a bit of confusion. One is
Dorothy Jean Hicks, the other
Dorthy Jean Hicks. They recently
appeared in the same ,tag. Ir-
duction.
IKE GETS FIRST LEGION POPPY
'
1 •
KATHY ZELLER, 7, of Barrington, Ill., presents the 
rat American
Legion 1957 memorial poppy to President Eisenhower 
at the
White House. Kathy le a granddaughter of Mrs. Carl W
. Zeller,
national president of the Legion Auxiliary, __ 
(International)
(Except Friday, Garry Moore)
9:30 Strike It Rich
10:00 Valiant Lady
10:15 Love of Life
10:30 Search For Tomorrow
10:45 The Guiding Light
11:00 CBS News
11:10 Stand Up And Be Counted
11:30 As The World Turns
12:00 Our Miss Brook.l. (Noon)
AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
12:30 House Party
1:00 The Big Payoff
1730 Bois Crosby
2:00 The Brighter Day
2:15 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
3:00 The Big Show
4:30 Big Name Feature Western
5:15 Doug Edwards & News
PM MONDAY. MAY 13 •
"913 Bars Bunny
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Talent Scouts
7:00 I Love Lucy
7:30 December Bride
8:00 Studio One
9:00 Robin Hood
9:30 Burns & Allen
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM TUESDAY, MAY 14
5:30 Name That Tune
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Private Secretary
7:00 To Tell The Truth
7:30 Red Skelton
8:00 $64,000 Question
8:30 Spike Jones Show
9:00 O'Henry Playhouse
9:30 Phil Silvers Show
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
PM WEDNESDAY, MAY 15
5:30 Bugs Bunny
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Giant Step
7:00 The Millionaire
7:30 I've Got A Secret
8:00 20th Century Fox Show
9:00 Arthur Godfrey Show
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Wethervane
I .Million 1Xillar Movies
12:00
PM
5:30
600
6:30
7:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:10
10:15
12:00
Sign Off (Midnight)
THURSDAY, MAY 16
Bugs Bunny
Popeye and Friends
Climax
Playhouse, 90
Sgt Preston of the Yukon
Bob Cummings
Shell Big News
Weathervane
,Million Dollar Movies
Sign Off (Midnight)
PM FRIDAY, MAY 17
5:90 Beat The Clock
6:00 Popeye and Friends
6:30 Dick Powell's Zane Grey
Theatre
7:00 Mr. "dams & Eve
7:30 Frontier Doctor
8:00 The Lineup
8:30 Person To Person
9:00 Schlitz Playhouse
9:30 West Point
10:00 Shell Big News
10:10 Weathervane
10:15 Million Dollar Movies
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
AM SATLTDAY, MAY 18
7:30 Captain Kangaroo
8:30 Mighty Mouse. Playhouse
9:00 Winky Dink & You
9:30 Tales of the Texas Ranges
10:00 Big Top
11:00 Sky King
11:30 Air Force Digest
11:45 Dizzy Dean Show
11:55 Game of the Week
PM SATURDAY, MAY 4
2:30 Roy Rogers
3:30 Preakness
4:00 Room 500
4:30 News Conference
5:00 Woods 'N Waters
5:30 The Buccaneers
6:00 Jackie Gleason Show
7:00 Gale Storm Show
7:30 S R 0 Playhouse
8:00 Gunsmoke
8:30 San Francisco Beat
9:00 Federal Men
9:30 Public Defender
10:00 Million Dollar Playhouse
11:30 Target You
12:00 Sign Off (Midnight)
Progress Made
In High Blood
pressure Study
WASHINGTON —The Vet-
erans Administration announced
that a VA medical i4search team
has extracted and analyzed a
substance in the human blood
stream which can cause high
blood pressure.
The substance is called Hyper-
tensin II. A very minute quant-
ity, injected into the blood
stream, causes the blood vessels
to constrict and blood pressue
to rise.
The researchers, at the veter-
-arts- hospital at Cleveland, Ohio,
have begun what may be a long
search for a chemical agent that
will counteract hypertensin.
A VA publicity release here
said that 5uccess in the search
for a counteracting agent could
"check the disease (high blood
pressure) which is man's greatest
killer." But authorities at the
National Heart Institute prompt-
ly labeled this claim excessive.
No Clinical Evidence
These authorities said there is
so clinical evidence that hyper-
tensin is a major cause of high
blood pressure. It is one of sev-
eral known substances, including
adrenalin and serotonin, which
cause a sharp riee in blood pres-
sure when injected into t h e
blood stream.
"We have studied many, many
compounds which have this
characteristic," said National
Heart Institute spokesman, "but
none of them so far have proved
to be a significant factor in the
actual incidence of high blood
pressure in human beings."
The Heart Institute spokesman
added that the VA research team.
headed by Drs. Norman P.
Shumv,•ay, Joseph R. Kahn and
Leonard T. Skeggs. deserved
"great credit for a painstaking
research job." He said that de-
tailed analysis of hypertensin
will be a "wonderful contribu-
tion" to basic research in blood
chemistry and to the longrange
scientific attack on high blood
pressure.
Six-Year 'Study
The Cleveland researchers
have spent nearly six years
studying hypertensin, a subst-
ance whose presence in the hu-
man blood stream they con-
firmed in 1951.
They first established that
there are two types of the sub-
stance—Hypertensin I. which is
relatively harmless, and Hyper-
tensin IL which is a potent blood
vessel comstrictor. ,
Hypertensin is produced by
Interaction of blood enzymes on
renin, a substance which the
kidney secretes under certa I
disease conditions.
Hypertensin is present in blood
In such minute quantities that
the researchers had to process
plasma from three tons of horse
blood in order to extract one
twentieth of a gram of Hyper-
tensin
From this tiny residue, they
were able to determine the pre-
cise molecular composition of
Hypertensin II. This is the es-
sential first step in synthesizing
a chemical agent that will block
the action of the substance.
INTERRUPETD MEAL
LEBA'NYTTY:-Ore. —101— Some
125 fireMeRThiicl their wives gath-
ered here for tfininnial volun-
teer firemen's banquet Twice
during the evening alarms called
the men to duty.
HIGH TIME
OSWEGO, N. Y. —AP-- Sam
Ciappa thought he ought to have
his auto brakes tested. He was
sure of it when his car went
through the service station door,
Damage was estimated at $300—
phis a fee for adjusting the
brakes.
LIMITED THEFT
MILFORD, Conn. — RP — A
thief ripped out several pages
from a library book on atomic
energy and, left this note:: "I
could have stolen the whole
book."
•
Pupils Had Thetr
Lapses In 1890
TOMAHAWK. Wis. —1 P— A
stack of stained but legible as-
signment sheets and examination
papers showed Tomahawk grade
school pupils that youngsters in
the 1890's had scholastic prob-
lems, too.
The papers were found during
remodeling operations of the old
Whittier School.
One test paper listed 11 errors
in a 20-word spelling test. Some
of the fractured words in the
'90's were "merortoryis" (meri-
torious). "phearse" (fierce and
"schollarship" (scholarship).
Another student gave this ge-
ographic report:
"There are five zones Two
temperate, two fridige. one tor-
rid. Archipelago is a group of
Islands. A lake is a small body
of water nearly or holy soundered
by water. A conient is a large
body of land soundered by
water."
Among the papers was this note
one pupil had written to another:
"Give ma a little tobacco, be-
cause I am going to the mill. I
will pay you back. Good bye."
County Deposits
Gallows On Dump
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. —101— The
Champaign County gallows, used
only twice since 1845, has been
hauled away to the dump from
the basement of the county court
Although the structure was
built in 1845, it did not serve its
purpose until 1898. Then. 23
years later, it was used for the
second and last time.
Two other men were sentenced
to the gallows, but both escaped
before tloir sentences were car-
ried out.
^
• •
•
•
'
-(
Hospital
Short Funds
United Press Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO l  Dr. Albert
Schweitzer has received so much
public acclaim it's hard to be-
lieve that his famous hospital
in the African jungle is pressed
for funds and lacks facilities.
But this was the situation
found by John L. Stickley, in-
ternational president of the Lions
, visit with Schweitzer at Lam-
barene, in French Equatorial
Africa.
In a letter to Lions Interna-
tional Headquarters here, Stick-
ley said:
- . :The entire --operation - is
constantly hampered by lack of
funds,' so that they cannot ac-
complish nearly as much good
es they would like to, a n d
should.
"This amazed me, because I
thought with all the publicity
that had come to Dr. Schweitzer
in recent years—being awarded
the Nobel Prize and the recogni-
tion that has come to him—that
thousands of dollars would have
been showtred upon him.
No Endowment
"But this is absolutely not the
case, and the entire staff and
the natives are worried about
what is going to happen when
Dr. Schweitzer dies, for there
is no endowment left behind to
help perpetuate it."
Stickley said he was "very
much surprised" when he set
eyes on the hospital.
"I had though by now that a
modern brick and tile institution
would been erected, similar to
what we have' been accustomed
-s-
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to in so-called civilized coun-
tries." he said.
"But this 'hospital' is a series
of more or less primitive build-
ings, roofed by galvanized iron."
Schweitzer contributed his own
manual labor to the erection of
the buildings.
Despite their crudeness, t h e
hospital and the leper colony, of
which Schweitzer is ,particularly
proud, are kept in immaculate
condition Stickley said.
Recovery Rate High
He said he was shocked by the
lack of facilities in the operating
room. But he was informed by
a staff doctor that the recovery
rate among patients is higher
than in many institutions.
This is due to the fact that
Schweitzer and his associates,
recognizing the limitations under
which they are working, are ex.
ceedingly careful. Stickley said.
Stiff - tWenalliere tarn-- -Stlekley
their chief worry is that Sch-
weitzer, still vigorous in his 80's,
will "kill himself with hard work.
and ends at iridnieht.
Stickley said he was over-
whelmed by the "dedication,
love, humanity, warmth and true
greatness of this man," who at-
tained early fame as a musician,
philosopher and theologian, then
plunged into the study of medi-
rest of his life as a missionary
eine and decided to spend the
'doctor.
NOTHING VENTURED.
WASHINGTON an —Smith-
sonian Institution scientists, tir-
ed of wondering how Florida's
Seminole Indians have predict-
ed hurricanes as much as a
month in advance, asked a Sem-
inole weather prophet for his
secret, according to a report is-
sued today. "Moon tell me," the
Seminole said, and the scientista
went back to wondering.
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Women's Clubs Will
Meet In Louisville
During Next Week
Louisville — The executive
committee of the Kentucky Fed-
eration of Women's Clubs has
issued the official call for the
sixty-second annual convention
to be held in Louisville, Brown
Hotel, May 14, 15 and 16. Plans
of work for the coming club year
will be presented during a busi-
ness session of the board of di-
rectors, beginning at 200 p.m.,
Tuesday, May 14 in the Roof
Garden.
"Focus on the Future" has-
been selected as the theme for
the 1957 convention.
Dr. Julian Price Love, Louis-
ville Presbyterian Seminary,
guest speaker for the dinner
program talks on "True Free-
dom."
Federated club presidents open
the Wednesday morning program
with a breakfast at &no am., in
the Roof Garden, followed by a
workshop on "the-reediiiiriimity."
At the same hour the past Gov-
ernor's Club will hold their an-
nual breakfast with Mrs. Rich-
ard Hall, Louisville, giving a
book review.
Highlighting t h e afternoon
program is a tour of the fabulous
General Electric Appliance Park.
The Kentucky's Federation's
Art department opens their an-
nual Art Exhibit in Parlors A. B
and C of the Brown Hotel with
a tea at 5:00 p.m., May 15.
At 700 p.m. in the Crystal
Ball Room, the convention will
hear Mrs. Walter V. Magee,
Lakewood, Ohio, GFWC Chair-
man, Community Affairs De-
partment, talk on "A Living
Splendor."
The nine district of the KWFC
will be represented by each
governor in a -Governors'
Hour" program at 9:30 Thurs-
day morning, May 16 in the
South Room. The Awards' Lun-
cheon will be held in the Roof
Garden at 12:00 noon with pre-
sentation of contest winners and
honor certificates.
• • • •
FIDLER'S SWAN SONG
DES MOINES, Iowa 1W —
Harry Fidler was back in jail
today, living proof that (1)
thieves always return to the
scene of their crimes and (2)
life is just a vicious circle. Fidl-
er, free just two days from serv-
ing three years for shoplifting
in Hill's Department Store, went
back to the same store Saturday
and was arrested—for shoplift-
ing.
LONG ARM OF LAW
TAMPA, Fla. — Police were
issued open-collar summer uni-
forms today but they didn't have
short sleeves. Ofifcials said short
sleeves were banned because
some citizens objected to some
of the tattoos on some of the
policemen's arms.
A LENGTHY "VISIT"
CHICAGO IA — Anthony Mc-
Gauley, 55, is convinced his
wife is never coming back. Mc-
Gauley sued for divorce on the
ground that he has waited long
enough for the return of his
bride who never came back from
a "visit" to Scotland 20 year
ago.
IMowatimimw 
Weddings Locals
Club News Activities I
&dal Calendar
Saturday, May 11
The annual recital by t h e
students of Mrs. D. F. McCon-
nell will be held at the Woman's
Club House at seven o'clock.
Those taking part are asked to
be present by six-forty-five
o'clock.
• • • •
Tuesday, May 14
The Book Group of the AAUW
will meet at the home of Mrs.
William Warnsley, 1602 Main
Street, at seven-thirty o'clock.
• • •
The expression pupils of Mrs.
Ctrarigtte WhItnell will be pre-
sented in a recital at seven-
thirty o'clock at the high school
auditorium.
• • • •
Murray Star chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at seveo - thirty
o'clock. •
5.55
- Wednesday, May 15
The J. N. Williams chapter of
Ole United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a piitluck
luncheon at Mrs. W. Z. Carter's
cabin at twelve-thirty o'clock
Transportation will be furnished.
• .5 • •
Woman's Society Of
Christian Service
Has Regular Meet
The Woman's Society of Chris-
tian Service of the South Pleas-
ant Grove Methodist Church held
its regular meeting at the church
on Thrusday, May 9. at seven-
thirty o'clock in the evening.
"We Gave Because We Love"
was the theme of the program
presented at the meeting with
special music being by Mrs. Bob
Orr. The tall to worship and
scripture were given by Mrs.
Hester Brown.
An impressive pledge service
was led by Mrs. Cullen Nesbit:.
Others taking part were Mrs.
Eldridge Brandon, Mrs. James
E. Erwin, Mrs. Luther Gooch,
Mrs. Preston Branden, Mrs. Tay--
lor Gooch. Mrs. Hester Charlton,
and Mrs. Make Erwin.
Mrs. Harrell Broach led the
opening prayer. Plans were made
for the group to visit the Wingo
WSCS on Monday evening, May
13. The group will serve lunch
to the Murray Lions Club at
the church on June 25.
Following the close of t Ii e
meeting refreshments were serv-
ed by the hostesses—Mrs. Julious
Cooper. Mrs. Toy Brandon, and
Mrs. Hester Brown—to the six-
teen members and two visitors.
• • • •
Charges Mental Cruelty
LOS ANGELES —Former
Navy Secretary Dan Kimball. 61,
was accused of mental cruelty
today in a divorce suit filed by
Mrs. Dorothy A. Kimbael after
27 years of marriage.
Kimball served in the cabinet
of former President Truman and
now is president of Aerojet-Gen-
eral Corp. and a vice president
of General Tire and Rubber Co.
The suit was filed Wednesday.
Forty years ago (1917), the
Marine Barracks. Quantico, Vir-
ginia. was e=?ahlish.-(1.
Mrs. Paul Gargus
Program Leader
For Circle Meet
Circle V of the Woman's Mis-
sionary oSciety of the First Bap-
tist Church met at the Baptist
Mission on Wednesday, May 8,
at two o'clock in the afternoon.
Mrs. Paul Gargus acted as
program chairman in the ab-
sence of Mrs. Amanda White.
Mrs. Joe Parker gave the de-
votion.
The article, "I Remember
Mother", was discussed by Mrs.
Velma Wisehart and Mrs. John-
nie Garner. "A Real Home" was
the article discussed by_
Clifton Dexter.
Special prayer for those on
the calendar list was Mrs. Jim-
mie Taylor. Others 'present were
Mrs. Sam Outland, Mrs. Herman
Jones, and. Mrs. Edgar Washburn.
• • • •
Film Shop
By RON BUTON
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD --WI— Zsa Zsa
Gabor's fans are in for a shock.
The blonde from Budapest is go-
ing to.. wear a high-necked dress
dress in the interests of proving
that there's no real association
between a bust and glamour.
From cover girl to cover-up is
nothing to Zsa Zsa. She'll take it
in her stride and even add a
black leather cost to make it a
real contest.
"I think there has been far too
much emphasis on bustlines," she
said. "I want to prove thet a
woman doesn't have to show a
lot of what you call cleavage
in order to be glamorous."
The honey form Hungary says
that all this really has been a
secret passion of hers. It was ne-
ver her idea to display herself
so much previously; it was all
the fault of directors, producers
and other cads.
"All the time producers want
me to show as much of myself
as possible in front of the cam-
eras,' she said in her well-known
accent. "But in this picture—"The
Secret Dairy of Joseph Stalin'—
they agreed I should be more
like a woman than a sexy girl."
But Not For Good
Miss Gabor's role in the Uni-
versal-International film is that
of. a magazine correspondent who
Is searching for her lost sister.
Her severe outfit tests her pre-
mise that glamour will out despite
attire.
"I had such a lovely reaction
when I put on the outfit," she
'said "I was told that it and a
little beret really made me look
twice as appealing. That I did not
expect."
The actress also doubles in the
role of the lost sister and wears
a uniform of a Russian nurse for
for this pert. Even with a turban
she has won praise for a glamor-
ous appearance.
"The big point to remember is
that I am playing the part of
a business girl in the magazine
part," she said. "I felt I should
look and dress like one instead
of like a siren. For once. the di-
rectors and producers agreed."
"You might say that now I'm
just under wraps," she said.
DEATH AT 47 ENDS STORM-FILLED CAREER
DEATH HAS WRITTEN FINIS to the stormy career 
of Senator Joseph R. McCarthy (R), Wisconsin, one
of the most controVersial political figures of the century. He
 died at the naval medical center In
Bethesda, Md., of a liver ailment at the age of 47. At the left 
his widow, Jean, arrives at her home
in Washington shortly after McCarthy's death. Top right 
is a photo of the McCarthys with their
newly adopted daughter, Tierney Elizabeth. last January. Low
er right: McCarthy casting hls ballot
In Appleton, Wbs, during the 1946 Republican state p
rimary election in which he upset Senator Rob-
't M. Joarollstte. Ile went on to win tile election 
by a niajority at ;wroth= 2.50,00Q. (International),
-
•I••••••-
•
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PERSONALS
Mrs. Julius Sharpe has just
returned home from Louisville
after visiting over the derby
weekend. She was accompanied
by her sister, Mrs. Ruby Bland,
and Vernon Gardner. Mrs. Bland
and Mr Gardner visited with
teir children. Mr. Gardner's son
resides in Clarksville, Indiana
Delta Department
Hears Reviews By
Mrs. Kimball
The Delta Department of the
Murray 'Woman's Club- held its
regular meeting at the c 1 u b
house on Tuesday, May 7, at
seven-thirty o'clock in the even-
ing.
MrS. George Kimball was the
guest speaker who gave a most
interesting review of the books.
"Blue Camellia" by Frances
Parkinson Keyes and "Duet -Cer
Near the Water" by William
Brinkley.
The speaker, Mrs. Kimball,
who along with her husband,
Capt. George Kimball, have con-
tributed so much to the youth
of the community. The Kimballs
will be leaving Murray soon.
Miss Ruth . Sexton was in
charge of the program and in-
troduced Mrs. Kimball.
The chairman of the depart-
ment, Mrs. Cook Sanders, pre-
sided at the business meeting.
New officers for the next club
year are Mrs. Graves Hendon,
chairman; Mrs. Garnett Jones,
vice-chairman; Mrs. James Bla-
lock, secretary; Mrs. Graves
Sledd, treasurer.
During the social hour refresh-
ments were served by the hos-
tesses who were Mrs. M a tt
Sparkman, Mrs. Jack Frost, Mrs.
Garnett Jones, and Mrs. Harry
Sparks.
Broadway
By JACK GAVER
United Preen Drama Editor
NEW YORK —An— There is
some promise and considerable
fun on occasion in Arnold Schul-
rhan's "A Hole in the Head,"
yet it is a piece that leaves you
wishing it had been better.
Some of this dissatisfaction
may be due to the nature of the
main character—a fellow wto is
going nowhere and is still on the
way at the end—but such lack
of progress is not solely to
blame.
The main theme failed to im-
press this viewer as probably. was
meant to do. This involves a
was ment to do. This involves a
12-year-old motherless boy's de-
termination to stick with his like-
able but rather shiftless father.
Where is considerable surface
evidence of this loving tie, but
there is a feeling that it has no
real depth. This would seem to be
due to the playwright's approach
arid exposition rather than to the
playing.
However, there are attractive
scenes in the play, whatever they
may add up to in thetweray
overall satisfaction. Schulmap- as
a knack with certain typ‘s, and
his next effort wi4.--be worth
waiting for. -""
The fun i9.-- A Hole in the
Head" is gely contributed by
m ed couple Played' by
Dayl Burns and Kay Medford.
e-rortunately, they are on quite a
lot.
Paul Douglas As Father
A well-heeled couple, they go
to Miami Beach in a surprise de-
scent on the happily improvident
brother of the husband who has
phoned a request for $5,000 to
bail him out of a failing small
hotel venture. The couple thinks
the fellow's son ought to go and
live in their comfortable New
York home.
Next they get the idea that the
situation can be cured by the
father marrying a nice widow
who can settle him down. If he
does this, the family will fix him
up financially—again. He tries
to go through with the deal, but
his nature Is simply against It.
The boy refuses to leave his
father. Brother finally gives up
a $1,500 check as a stop-gap and
father and son are just about
where they were.
Paul Douglas is jovial and
hearty as the father. He does a
good job oill'ilrmen, but, through
no fault of his, seems a little
'out of focus in scenes with Burns
and Miss Medford.
Tommy White does well as
the lad. Joyce Van Patten is
fine as a hotel guest who is fond
of its owner. Lee Grant. as the
widow, does better than one
might expect with a part that
suffers from both writing and
direction.
Gerson Kanin has directed for
the Producers Theater in a man-
ner thet is impresive in certain
scene 'it which fails to re-
Au picture.
SUNDAY ScHOOL
LESSON
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Dr. H. C. Claim
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I.
Abraham And His God
Abraham is one of the most
heroic figures in history and God's
chosen for the realization of the
divine purpose of redemption. The
Holy Spirit conferred upon him
one of the greatest • tributes ever
given to Man, namely, "the Freind
of God." Abraham's importance is
suggested by the fact that appro-
ximately fourteen chapters in
Genesis are devoted largely to his
life and work. His biography is
very interesting and instructive.
It contains • numerous practical
lefiSons for all who would obey
and serve God.
Let us observe with interest the
.way in which God dealt with
Abraham, and see how He train-
ed him to be a character worthy
of being called "The Father of the
Faithful." Then, let us also yield
4OU3P114111 so that He can
mold our lives into something
wch-thwhile.
I. Te Plea. Genesis 12:1.
God wanted a special nation
through which He might reveal
Himself and His purposes to all
of the other nations. When God
was ready to choose a man to be
the father of the chosen people,
He selected one out of the midst
of the heathen worshipers in Ur
of the Chaldees who had a gen-
uine faith in the true God.
While Abraham still dwelt in
Ur of the Chaldees, the God of-
glory appeared unto him and call-
ed him to get out of his native
country and away from his kin-
dred, and to go into a land which
He had chosen for him. He wanted
to get him away from his heathen
forebearers and their worship. It
was a call from the familiar and
the knOten to the unfamiliar and
the unknown.
The people had gone into Idol-
atry and had reached the place
where recovery was impossible
unless God intervened. Abraham's
call was both "from" and "unto."
It was from the idolatry of his
own land, from fellowship with
his kindred and from occupation
with the pursuits of his own
people. It was unto fellowship
with God Himself, unto purity of
worship and unto the purposes
which had been formulated in
heaven. God wants separated and
dedicated believers in every day.
"Wherefore come out from among
them, and be ye separate, saith
the Lord, and touch not the un-
clean" (II Corinthians 6:17). This
call comes to every believer. The
separated life is the crying need
today. -
When God selected Abraham
from the midst of iniquity, it was
in order that by his separation
unto God he might be sent back
as an evangel to the nations. Like-
wise, all who would be used of
God today must know the mean-
ing of separation from the world
and its idols.
II. The Pledge. Genesis 12.2=3-.
God called Abraham _to become
the founder of nation
through which Hi-could work out
His redemptilie. plan. Along with
that soverign and gracious call
there-tame an invaluable seven-
tad pledge. God pledged Himself
to make of Abraham a great na-
tion, to bless him, to make his
name great, to make him a world
wide blessing, to bless those who
blessed Abraham, to curse any
who might curse him. and through
him to bless all the families on
theTheisarthdo..ine
pledge should serve
as a reminder to us that God's
protecting care is guaranteed to
All of His children today Iv' 7e
they are engaged In the doi:.g of
His blessed will.
III. The Purpose. Genesis 17:1-9.
God's promise to Abraham be-
onsmiseeel,
came a source of severe trial to
his mind. Through the many
years of their married life, Sarah
had remained barren. Time had'
passed rapidly. Abraham h a d
reached the age of ninety-nine,
and Sarah was only nine years
younger. God's promise to him
concerning the birth of a son was
not only unfilled, but more and
more it appeared to be an utter
impossibility. He had begun to
wonder if God's promise was go-
ing to fail. Then it was that God
again appeared unto him and
confirmed his purposes- of geese
saying, "I am the Almighty God;
walk before me, and be thou per-
fect. And I will make my coven-
ant between me and thee, and will
multiply thee exceedingly." The
God who is all-sufficient wients
to pour Himself into our lives, to
nourish, strengthen and satisfy us.
He is able to supply every need
of ours. We can find happiness
and satisfaction in Him.
God is the sovereign owner of
all the earth. He alone has the
right to permit any people to
have and to use any portion of
the earth. He alone has the power
to enforce that right. TO walk be-
fore such a God in the proper
manner, it was necessary that,
Abraham recognize God's right,
bow to His authority and be up-
right in tes personal conduct. It
is important that all of us find
God's plan and purpose for our
lives and be guided thereby in
our daily walks in the home, the
office and elsewhere.
The first thing that God did
was to change his name from
Abram, which means "A high
father," to that of Abraham, which
means "The father of a multitude,"
for God said, "A father of many
nations have I made of thee.'
God also assured Abraham that
He would make him exceedingly
fruitful. It is interesting to note
that Abraham dropped to his
knees, fell on his face and in deep
humility and reverence before God
touched the ground with his fore-
head. He did not accept God's
command and covenant as incon-
sequential. In humility, reverence,
adoration, worship and submis-
sion, he put himself in the place
where he could be of service.
Then, as is always the case when
a person appears in His presence
in the proper manner, God "talked
with him." From Abraham we
need to learn the lessen of pati-
ence in awaiting God's time for
the carrying out of His purpose.
He is not in a hurry, but He wilt
never be late in whatever He does.
A "REEL" ERROR
YOKOSUKA, Japan tr — Lt.
(JG) Johjir S. Darron thinks
someone' made a mistake with
tbeethome movie film he sent
to Honolulu to be processed.
He sent 50 feet of a quiet
domestic scene with mother and
baby', the family dog and four
puppies. He got back 50 feet
showing Japanese practicing ka-
rate, a vicious form of self-
defense that can kill or maim.
CANSOLING MUSIC
CASIPRIC, Calif. (IS — Eight
members of the Ken Harris or-
chestra stood by helplessly as
flames .,destroyed their trailer and
all their instruments. Bass play-
er Bill Thresto sang "I've Got
Plenty of Nothing," while firemen
fought the blaze.
MISPLACED MELODY
SIOUX FALLS, S. D. (Si —
"I'M From Sioux Falls," the
city's new official song, was
written by Lloyd Norling, who's
from Evanston, Ill.
DISCUSSING BORDER CONFLICT
DURING A RKISS of the emergency session of the Organization of
American States in Washington, newsmen question Dr. Guillermo
Sevilla-Sacasa (left) and Dr. Ramon \Tilled, Morales about the
Nicaraguan-Honduran border conflict Sevilla-Sacaaa is Nicara-
gua's ambassador to the OAS and Morales Is the Honduran am-
bassador. The OAS session was called at the request of the
former. Claahes were reposeed. (hiternationa3 Hound photo)
usermaiteseet,
we
Mayflower Radios Position
LONDON OS —The replica
Pilgrim ship Mayflower II ra-
dioed Tuesday night it wee now.
320 miles southwest of t h e
Canary Islands on the voyage
to Plymouth, Mass.
The message from Capt. Alan
Villiers said the Mayflower had
covered 110 miles in the 24 hours
period ending at noon Tuesday.
He said the ship was s21.7illii
along at 61/2 knots.
Son Kidnaped':
ciNcINNan restaurant man
James Blackwood, 54. is shown
about to take off from San
Francisco for Hong Kong and
Portuguese Macao to help in
search for his son Don, 23.
Don, stationed in Seoul with
the U. S. Air Force, disap-
peared from Macao with his
Korean wife and 7-month-old
son. Blackwood heard report,
they were kidnaped be the
Chinese Reds. (tat er eat Iowa/
TABERS
UPHOLSTERY
SHOP
104 N. 3rd St. Ph. 549
• High Quality Woe*
• Fre, Estimates
TOO LONG
FRESNO, Cali. —AR-- The city
commision has outlawed backing
into parking steps on city-owned
and metered parking lots to
prevent damage to meters by
the long rear overhang on mod-
ern cars.
Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Superior Ambulance
Service - Equipped
with Oxygen
— Friendly Service —
311 N. 4th St. Ph. 98
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wanted her to d Until the night of
October 12th. she had never known
fear for herself. She had never had
a care in the world until she met
Stuart Young. an unemployed former
medical Student. Within Ave weeks
they were engaged. Then Stuart eras
arrested for the murder of a young
girl. "Candy" Kendrick. Noras
friends and kin bettered Stuart lobe
rim so oe a fortune hunter, interested
in Nora because ot her wealth.
Nora had testified at Stuart's trial
that he had been with her on • 
nic at the time Candy was killed.
But Nora's cousin, Charles Deming,
swore that he had seen Stuart and
Candy together just before the sup-
posed time of the crime. The murder
happened near the Connecticut Inn
run by Bert and Hage1.21uger, distant
cousins of Nora's. Charles young
mom Frank, was there; and the local
druggist, Howard Ives; and Sore's
suet. olive Riddle, who had eterved
with Lawyer "Finn- Black as Nora
guardian.
As the story rontinuee Stuart has
been acquitted and police have re-
opened the [site. Nora was sent a
disturbing reminder of the crime-
s photograph of • latigking girl sign-
ed "Lore from Candy.* 'net night.
It disappeared from her hiding plate
for It, and someone tried to smother
her while she slept. She has secretly
phoned an old, trusted friend, Hiram
PMter, for help Captain Foote of
the Connecticut State Police Is about
to fill Mr. Potter in on the de-
tails. , .
CHAPTER 11
MF POTTER drew his red
.L.Taguar up behind a car with
the insignia of the State Police
and walked into the restaurant.
The whole first floor of Martha's
Kitchen had been turned into a
huge dining room.
A spare man of forty with
military bearing and a bronzed
face pushed back his chair at one
of the tables.
"Are you Potter?" He looked
a faintly surprised.
"Nice of you to meet me, Cap-
tain Foote."
"In one way and another I've
heard a good deal about you."
The State Trooper grinned.
"Lieutenant O'Toole says you're
quite a guy."
"Shall we order so we can get
down to business? I don't want
to take too much of your time."
Captain Foote laughed. "You
don't order here. You take what
• Martha brings you and thank
the Lord."
She brought great bowls of
steaming homemade soup and
plates of cinnamon rolls hot from
the oven, followed by a kingsize
platter of filed chicken.
The two men settled down to
clear away the food. At length
the policeman pushed back his
chair and moved his belt a notch.
"I do it every time," he sighed.
"Take Martha to New York
and she'd Make a fortune."
"Take Martha to New York
and I'll lock you up personally."
Foote warned him. He lighted
a cigarette, taking quick, specu-
lative glances at Mr. Potter.
,nirdis" be said at length, "what's
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NOTICE
MONUMENTS
Murray Marble & Granite Works,
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
tanager._ Phone 121. M27C
FREE ESTIMATES on awnings
and venetian blinds. Call 1310.
Stroud Upholstry Shop. M24C
SINGER SEWING Maclaine rep-
resentative in Muray. For sales,
II 111•1211211e Contact
7.
Jean. Weeks, Hairstylist
Now Located At
Charm Beauty Shop
500 Maple Street
Phone 374
For Appointments
Bus. Opoortunities
FOR LEASE
wane • 1;mile:es of your own?
A very small investment will
qualify you to take over a
new modern D-X Service Sta-
tion which has an unusual
offer for you. We have 3000
D-X CrOrt Cards in our pos-
sessiow'which have been ap-
proved and are ready to be.
distributed to the people of
Murray are Calloway County.
These cards will be presented
to the operator of this new
D-X service station located
at 4th & Pine. No other com-
pany can match this offer.
Call or write-
C. W. Parrish OP-TIP:toy--
ID-X Sunray 011 Co.
Murray, Ky. ,
Ph. 2373 Off. 1712-W Res.
ml6c
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ex. Phone
2250-J. $1124C
POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENT
The Ledger and Times is auth-
orized to announce the following
persons as candidates in the
Democratic Primary, May 28,
1957:
For clerk ot toe Court pf
peals: Doris 'Owens.
Ili
For State Reprcsentativet Owen
Billington; Charlie Lassiter.
For Circuit Judg,e: H. H. Lovett.
,o' '-CireuiP-Cettrt Clerk: Mary
Russell Williams; James H. Bla-
lock.
For County Judge: Dewey D.
Crass; Garland Neale; Waylon
Rayburn; Leon Hale.
For County Coart Clerk: Ran-
dall B. Patterson; Haftun C.
Garner.
For Sheriff: Woodrow Rick.
man; Cohen Stubblefield; H
Speight; Trellis Bogges; A. A.
"Red" Doherty.
For Jailer: Willard Gordon;
Seth Cooper; Bryan Nanney;
Clyde Steele; Leo Carraway;
Luthek Suggs.
Magistrate, Murray Dis-„
1rict: K. B. McCuiston; H M.
Workman.
For Magistrate, Concord Dis-
trict: Otis H. Bucy; Noel Warren;
L. C. Byerly.
For Magistrate, Liberty Dis-
trict: Almon Willoughby; H. C.
"Hemp” Ellis. .
For Magistrate, Wadesboro Dis-
trict: Max Parrish.
For Magistrate, Hazel District:
Roy Pool.
_
For City Judge: Williim
"Jake" Dunn; Bob McCuiston.
t Lest &_1 •  4 - 
LOST: Lady's Hallmark wrist
watch, gold colored. Possibly lost
on North side of square. Reward.
Phone 1248. M12P
i FOR SALE
GOING OUT -OF Business-Sales4 YARDS TO MOW. Have power
We have all kinds of office furn-
iture and fixtures -which we will
sell at money saving prices. $10,-
000 stock of shop equipment and
natures.. tha„ best brat*
anei .lia LOOd working condition
at trouthi.60.cients0on the dollar.
+MM'be SOlt Max, 41., L. E. 
.DieSstor Co,, your Nish deal-
er, 415 North 7th' Street, phone
1213, Mayfield, Ky. ITC
Wanted 1
mower. Experienced. Call Frank
Rickman, phone 1965, after 3:30
p.m. Work permanent. TFC
COMPLETt STOCK of SuPplits
of Gull Service Station, complete
set mechanic tools, acetaiyne and
electric welders, autswitbile paint
sprayer, valve grinding machine.
will sell stock and tools together
or seperate. Write Box 32-G.
Murray, Ky. M13P
LARGE Westinghouse range.
Will sell cheap. 709 _Poplar. Call
1454. MI3C
USED BATHROOM fixtures fpr
complete bathroom, good condi-
tion, cheap, also one 1947 Ford
tractor, cheap. J. W. Outland.
Phone 339. M11C
GOOD USED vacuum cleaners
for sale. Call 9135. James Elliott.
M11P
8 RED DUROC PIGS. Hollis
Roberts, Murray. Ph. 1011. M1 1C
FH—ELP WANTED
MAKE $20 DeilLY. Sell luminous
n,ameplates. Free samples. White
Reeves Co., Attleboro, Mass.
hIlIP
STRAWBERRY PICKERS, Lake-
way Fartm,,... Faxon Community.
Transportation arrangea. Phone
1050 or ED 6-3431, M 11C
FOR RENT
.1 
FOUR ROOM MODERN unttir-
nished apartment, electrically
equipped. Available June 1. R.
W. Churchill. Phone 7. MlIC
SMALL CHILD TO KEEP in my
home while mother. works. Day
or night. Phone 14,7S-W. M13C
Land Transfers j
• Acla_'Rofining Cc,
to Commonwealth of Kentucky,
land.
HANDICAPPED!)
HARTFORD, Conn. - ST -
David Kerr, a Canadian living in
Rowayton, complained at a legis-
lative hearing that "I can't even
shoot fellow' Canadians" Kerr
was protesting a law denying
aliens the right to carry gips-
thus preventing him from hunting
ducks that fly in from his home-
land.
Red Cross
Said Short
On Funds
•
-7-
EDITOR'S NOTE:
The American Red Cross faces
a major financial crisis and has
begun laying off employes. Its
new presidenk- Gen. Alfred M.
Gruenther, tElls why in an ex-
clusive interview with the United
Press.
By LOUIS CASSELS '
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON SS - Gen. Al-
fred M. Gruenther said today
the American Red Cross is in
"very serious financial trouble"
and may have to curtail its
service to suffering humanity.
The former NATO Eurepean
copupander, who bee'ame— Piesi-
Cient of the Red Cross early
this yeps, told the United Press
he has ordered the dismissal of
300 paid employes and a cut
of $2,250,000 in the admintrative
budget of the national organiza-
tion.
Unless the American people
contribute ..14,re liberally to the
Red Cross man they have so
far this years, he said, he will
be forced to make future budget
ruts which will "directly affect"
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
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Rae Foley's new mystery novel
WHAT HAS HAPPENED I your interest in the Kendrick
Nora Pendleton knew someone r murder?"
"I hardly know," Mr. Potter
admitted.
When he did not amplify the
statement, the Trooper said, "We
are re-opening _at
course."
••WhAt 7,70,, "-Ink of it"
Captain Foote thought about
It, -I was never happy about the
case against Young."
"Why nott"
"He waim't scared enough,"
Foote explained. "I, don't mean
he wasn't plenty worried. Be a
fool if he weren't But he had
a kind of inner confidence that
couldn't be shaken and it wasn't
faked. He knew he'd be cleared
eventually. I felt that all along.
But the trouble was that the
evidence all led to him. And
then-there wasn't anyone else."
He pressed out his cigarette.
"Sometimes it helps to talk it
out. Clears your own mind. You
see things you might miss other-
wise."
For a moment he was silent,
marshaling his facts. On the
third of October, a year before, a
couple of kids wandered through
the woods and came down to the
private lake at the Fingers* inn
to fish. One of them caught his
hook on something and investi-
gated. That was at five o'clock.
He let out a yell. His hook was
caught on Candy Kendrick's
shirt and Candy lay dead at the
bottom of the lake.
She had been dead a short
time, probably not more than half
an hour. Dead when she was pdt
in the lake from a blow over her
temple. In the pocket of her
slacks was a man's handkerchief
with the initials S. Y.
What little there was to learn
the police discovered within a
few hours. She was a commercial
artist, twenty-four, who had in-
herited a cottage in the village
and moved up four months ear-
lier. She hadn't mixed with the
village people except for the local
druggist, Howard Ives, who had
taken her to dinner and the mov-
ies a few times. But she had con-
tacts with the inn. She had writ-
ten the inn number on a pad near
her Aelephone. She had rented
hors€3 at the stables and ridden
regularly. A letter signed "Can-
dy" VMS found in a box outside
the stables. To make things diffi-
cult, the Inn had been officially
closed at the time of her death.
The only men were Stuart Young,
Howard Pim Bert Huger Charles
Deming and his son, Frank.
Unhappily, the letter signed
Candy provided no clue to the
identity of the man to whom it
was addressed. The State Troop-
er pulled some papers out of his
pocket, selected one and pushed
it across the table to Mr. Pm
"It's a copy," he said.
ft hegan abruptly, without Ali..
name:
"1 am leaving this In the waist
place in case I don't see you to-
day. You've made so many ex-
cuaes lately. But I've got to talk
things over with you.
"Darling, rm sorry for the way
I talked at our hot meeting, as
though I were making demands
on you. Really I'm not. And
won't. If it was just one of those'
*things with you, and I can't help
wondering, then I wouldn't want
you to marry me, seeing the way
you've changed. There in some-
one 1 can always turn to.
"If ,the wonderful thing we
had is gone I'd rather bury it de'
cently. without recriminations or
bitterness. I'll always love you,
of course. I can't seem to help it.
But I won't be a nuisance. So if
you don't come today I'll under-
stand. Love from Candy."
Mr. Potter went back to the
beginning and read it again. "If
he'd found the letter before he
met the girl he wouldn't have
killed her."
Foote nodded. "That's the way
things break sometimes. Ms!tes
you wonder. That letter hit 'the
Jury hard, the way it hits
By the time the murder care
comes to trial people have near-
ly forgotten the victim. All triey
see Is the poor devil who is far
dig a capital charge. But whin
the prosecutor read that letter it
was as though the girl was there
In court." He hesitated for r. mo-
ment. "Yes, it created consieer-
able prejudice. Young is an at-
tractive looking guy and the
three women on the jury heti been
giving him mighty soft looks.
But they hardened up a lot when
they heard the letter." He stowed
it with his other papers.
Within a few hours of the find-
ing of the girl's body Howard
Ives had been picked up for ques-
tioning. When he was informed
of her death he br8ke down and
cried, but he swore that he had
not killed her.
Mr. Potter raised his eyebrows
in a mute question and Foote
nodded. "I was inclined to be-
lieve him. I still believe that he
was really in love with the girl
but it wasn't mutual."
"What about his alibi?"
"He had rented a horse from
Huger and gone riding. Took a
spill on the hill going down, to
the lake and tore some ligaments
in his knee. He claimed he'd been
hurt about four o'clock and that
he'd been lying there all that
time. If Young hadn't turned up
as a suspect, I think Ives would
have had a ttitigh time.".. *
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NANCY
such traditional programs as dis-
aster relief and aid to service-
men.
Grant Exclusive Interview
Gruenther revealed in a two-
hour exclusive interview that
he has given up hope of reaching
the 95 million dollars goal which
the jted Cross set for its 1957
fund-raising drive. Although the
drive hes been in progress for
two months instead of the cust-
omary one, contributions to date
total only 78 million dollars. Red
Cross chapters have been urged
to "keep trying" through May,
but-- Gruentiter. eonceded -t-h a t
"we'll be lucky to get up to
85 million dollars.
Failure of this year's drive
to 'reach its goal is particularly
serious,- he said, because the
disaster reserve fund which pull-
ed the Red Cross through past
years is now exhausted. Outlays
for disaster relief have been
running far above normal for
teveral years in a row, he said.
'The past ft:scat-yeast-wit* heavr------- -
I,floods in New England and the
West Coast, "really beat our
brains out."
• Traces History '
Gen. Gruenther, a small man
with piercing eyes and a phe-
nomenal memory, traced the his-
tory of the Red Cross financial
crisis on a series of huge card-
board charts, mounted in front
a the marble fireplace of his
office in Red Cross headquarters.
Except fur the fact that he was
wearing a double-breasted blue
suit instead of his four-star
army uniform, he might have
been conducting a briefing on,
a military problem.
It was evident that Gruenther
is no figurehead president of
the Red Cross. He has analyzed
problems with the tough-minded
realism that made Sim one of
America's most brilliant military
commanders.
He attributes Red &Ness fund-
raising difficulties, in part, to
the fact that "competition for
philanthropic dollars is vastly
greater today than it used to
be."
But three months of intensive
first-hand investigation, including
personal visits to Red Cross of-
fices and chapters across the
country, have convinced him that
the biggest problem- is that "peo-
ple just don't know what the
Red Cross is, and what it does."
"I am appalled by the mis-
conceptions of the Red Cross
which I have encountered," 1..
said.
Get Money's Worth
One which particularly troubles
the general is the belief that
the Red Cross is a "ewoilen
bureadoracy" with hordes of pro-
,feasional do-g000ers on its pay-
roll. The fact that he has Just
ordered a deep cut in overhead
expenses might be taken as evi-
dence that Gruenther shares this
4.44.
belief he emphasized that is not
the case.
Gruenther said about 10 per
cent of each duller contributed
to the Red Cross goes into the
administrative costs of the na-
tional organization and its 3,700
chapters. He thinks this is a
reasonable overhead cost, 4*-esiew-
of the fact that the paid staff
forms a necessary nucleus for
the huge volunteer force which
donates "hundreds of millions
of man-hours of service every
year."
-The American people defini-
tely are getting -value received
for what they give to the Red
Cross," he said. "We are going
to economize on overehead wher-
ever we possibly can; but I have
not found ag reat deal of fat
to be pared off."
Livestock
Report
ST. LOUIS NAT'L STOCK-
YARDS IS - Livestock: "
Hogs 12,000.,Fairly active. Bar-
rows and gilts Mostly steady
after some early weakness. Sows
steady •to 25__cents lower. Loss
on weights over 450 lbs. Bulk
U. S. 1 to 3 180 to 240 lbs
mixed weight and grade 18 to
18.50, top 19. Sows' I to 3 grade
400 lbs down 16 to 16.50; some
16.75.
Cattle 2,000, Calves WO. Active,
prices fully steady to. strong
on all grades. Choice steers 22.75
to 23.25; high standard and good
19.75 to 22.50; choice mixed year-
lings and straight heifers 23.00;
god and choice 20 to 22.25. Cows
active and firm. Utility and com-
mercial 14 to 16. Bulls firm.
Utility and commerce' 14 to 16,
vealers $1 higher. Slaughter cal-
ves strung. Choice vealers 23
ta 24; high choice and prime 25
to 26. --
Sheep 500. No early sales.
Forty-eight yebrs ago (1909),
the battleship Mississippi became
I the first capital ship of the Navy
I to visit an inland city whenshe sailed 300 miles up the
I Mississippi River to visit Natchez,
+Mississippi.
PAGE PIV
FHA
News
Twety-four FHA girls, one ad-
visor and one chapter mother
from Lynn Grove attended the
District FHA meeting at Banton
on April 27.
The chapter scrapbook rated
superior and Marinell Myers was
elected District 2nd Vice Presi-
dent
Girls attending were: Sanya
Miller, Janice Cook, Diane Tayl-
or, Diane Tarry, Sara MeAvoy,
Lovella Tidwell, Cherrie Gayle
Parks, Marinell Myers, Jean
Cooper, Jane Cooper, Josephine
McClain, Zane Miller, Joan But-
terworth, Betty Rogers, Martha
Story, Shirley Stone, Sandy Wil-
liams, Shirley Hill, Judy Mc-
pie..tx, 'Sue Morton. Glinda trap-
er Marilyn Lassiter, Peggy 14111er,
Diane Morton.
Our advisor, Mrs. Bess Kerlick
and chapter mother Mrs. Elizabeth
Parks.
Reporter,
Lynn Grove, i„FHA
AT LAST
WAUSAU, Wis. Leon
Meyer of Rothchild blew his nose
extra hard and out popped- the
pitstic tip of an arrow which
had hit him just below the eye
in the summer of 1944. The tip
kraiparent had penetrated Into
a nastal pasage and remained
there for more than 12 years,
Meyer said he hadn't felt a thing
all the time.
COLLEGE
CLEANERS
FREE Pickup & Delivery
Free Moth Proofing
Alteration Service
WALTER WATERFIELD
Owner
1411 Olive Blvd. Ph. 430
WALLIS DRUG
Will Be OPEN This Sunday
for your Drug, Prescription and Sundry Needs.
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. tor Church flour
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ANNIE an' SLATS
WHAT'S GOING ON IN
THERE- TOP SECRET
STUFF ?
MUST BE, AND THE ODD 1-
THING IS, MR. FORBUSH HAS A
MOTHERLY OLD LiatiiY IN THERE
WITH HIM
-HARDLY THE
EXECUTIVE TYPE '
PROBABLY SOME ECCENTRIC
OLD DOWAGER FORBUSH
IS TALKING INTO A
JUICY
DEAL
UL' ABNER
c
M
S`GH.ff-ITALLLIS RELAXESM
AH BRAIN T'LGOK AT j
"PEACEFUL VIEVe-...)----- *-
by Ragas= 'Van Buren
A LITTLE MERCY IS
ALL I PLEAD FOR,
pli
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•
by Al Capp
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PRISON LOVE IDYLL CHOPPED
PRISON LOVERS Thomas it Cotton, 49, and Mrs. Martha Stachura,
27, sit handcuffed in San Francisco, where they were nabbed in a
$2 holdup after four months of escape freedom from Kansas State
penitentiary. Cotton, in for murder, and Mrs. Stachura, in along
with her husband for concealing a mortgaged auto, met when Cot-
ton was sent from the walled section to-the unveiled section to do
some utility work. He rigged a note-exchanging system with wires
through pipes, and then came trysts in a tunnel. Mrs. Stachura
became pregnant, and Cotton schemed their escape 90 their baby
would be born on the oUtside. (International fioutedpAot o)
legal Slot
Machine Is
Introduced
By ALFRED LEECH
United Press Staff Correspondent
CHICAGO l — A Chicago
slot machine manufacturer has
come up with a "legal" one-
armed bandit, and life is just a
bowl of cherries
The Buckley Manufacturing Co.
Is producing the new-fangled
slot machine, known as an "elec-
tronic pointmaker."
- It looks and acts like all
other slot machines and features'
the traditional cherries. plumy,
oranges, bells and bars.
'But it's all based on the science
of cybernetics, and apparently
that makes it legal.
At least that's the decision
of Federal Judge W. Lynn Park-
inson, who ruled for the de-
fendant in a recent, case entitled
"The United States of America
vs. One Electronic Pointmaker."
Makes leoal History
The trial, held in the U. S.
District Court of Northern In-
diana, presumably will take its
place in legal history with the
sheriff of Nottingham's litigaticm
against Robin Hood.
The judge had the electronic
slot machine before him as the
principal exhibit. His honor peck-
ed inside at the mechanism.
then pulled the handle several
times.
When he got no nickels for
his trouble he decided that even
though it looked like a slot
machine, and despite the fact
that government claimed it was
one, it couldn't be. On account
of cybernetics.
Cybernetics (as everybody
knows) is the science of electro-
mechanical communications sys-
tems, such as computing ma-
chines The Buckley company
claims that the "pointmaker" is
the first application of the new
science to "modern amusement."
Specifically, the judge held that
the machine does not come under
the Johnson Act, which prohibits
interstate shipment of slot ma-
chines to states in which they
are outlawed.
Machine Has Tubes
The Johnson Act holds that
a slot machine must have a drum
or reel on which insignia are
inscribed — plums, bells, etc
The pointmaker has no drum
or reel. It has tubes, like a radio
or TV set.
Furthermore, the judge found,
it has no slot for coins. Instead.
it has an electronic computer,
which keeps score.
As a result of the decision,
the Buckley people say they are
going into full 'production and
will ship the gadgets to clubs
and lodges throughout the coun-
try.
"Although the operation is bas-
ically electronic. the player per-
sonally operates the pointmaker
. by a pull of the handle and
many experienced players place
great skill in the stress, timing
and sympathetic rhythm they
put into the pull," the company
said.
But it didn't say that the odds
are on hitting the jackpot.
Birds are able to sleep ih
perching positit% withtout tum-
bling off a twig because of the
way their toe grip automatically
*
Film Shop
By RON BURTON
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD — IU'l — Film
technicians won't be surprised if
someone gives them a lot of
blank film that is supposed to be
part of "The Legend of the Lost."
And if that comes to pass, a
certain Italian camera crew will
blame some Americans who In-
sisted on keeping $1,200 worth of
skeletons in a picture despite all
sorts of omens.
The story began on a bad note
when the production crese in
Libya ran itIto difficulty trying to
find three skeletons. They would-
n't have had any trouble in
Hollywood, where propmen would
have located some or simply
made them from plaster. But
in Africa things are different,
and right now it's a seller's
market as far as bones are con-
cerned
The crew got its human skele-
tons but not until 1,200 had
crossed the proper native palms.
Then the omens began.  
Director Henry Hathaway tried
to photograph the skeletons, and
before that was completed—if
it was—his Italian cameramen
were ready to leave for home
every five minute- It was obvi-
ous they figured the departed
spirits had returned.
Funeral Service
On the first take of the skele-
ton scene the film buckled in
the camera, delaying shooting for
an hour. On the second try a
high wind suddenly came up
from nowhere and blew away a
protective device atop the cam-
era, spoiling the footage. The
third take was worst of all—
the camera jammed and the en-
tire mechanism had to be taken
apart and then reassembled.
The fourth take apparently
went off perfectly, but no one
present will put much faith in the
final product. They all figure
that when it's given to technic-
ians for processing, they'll find
only blank film.
There was another problem
that didn't help anyone forget
the series of incidents right
away. No one knew quite what
to do with the skeletons, so a
crewman contacted a tribal chief
to make sure no one would be of-
fended. The tribe arranged and
conducted a complete funeral
ceremony for the three skeletons
which were then laid to rest ac-
cording to strict Moslem ritual.
One thing that the Hollywood
crew didn't understand about the
elaboratee funeral involved a
matter of a slight time lag be-
tween death and burial The
skeletons were those of persons
who had been dead for more
than a century.
Marriage,
Home And
Family, Trend
By DOC CrUIGG
United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK qi — Shhhh. Don't
breathe a murmuring word of
this. It might be too much for
the professional alarmists.
You know what the younger
set tis turning to now? Marriage,
home, and family. Honest statis-
tics say so.
That's a trend that ought to
confound those who habitually
peer with alarm jail) the dant
doings of American humanity.
It's hard to see how anyone
'could read anything ominous
into young folks' trending toward
getting married and raising a
family. •
Except, perhaps, for those who
worry about how we're going
to feed the bumper crop of
babies sure to come from the
present bumper .c4-op of babies.
The baby boom is still on. The
number of births in the United
States has reached a new high
in each of the last six years.
Birth Figures Way Up
The 1956 birth figure is 4,-
200,000. In 1940, it was 2,560,000.
The fact marriage is becoming
increasingly popular among the
younger set comes from the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.,
an outfit which has no axes
to grind on the subject except
the ones that keep its statistics
sharp.
The Metropolitan Life figures
show that the median age for
first marriages now stands at
23 years for men, 20 years for
women. That is a decline in
age by one and one-third years
since World War II.
There are now one and one-
half times as many married men
under 25 years of age as there
were in 1940. In more than
half of the families which had
a baby during 1955, the husband
was under 30.
You can reach your own con-
clusions on the basis of that
last statistic. The one whic'h
occurs to me is that being a
pap is anestate conductek more
to keeping a young fellow around
home doing his papa's duties
tban to keeping him hanging
around a street corner looking
for trouble.
New Baby Birth Tread
The baby boom itself no*
Is showing a new trend. That
Is in the direction of third and
fourth adations to the family.
The boom was incidental to
World War II and its aftermath,
and according to the Metropolitan
statisticians "the earlier phase
was characterized by a sharp
rise in first and second births."
They add:
"More recently, the boom has
been sustained by unusually large
numbers of children born 4.n
established families. Last year
there was a record total of about
1,300,000 third and fourth chil-
dren born in our country. These
babies comprised almost one-
third of the total — a higher
proportion than for any year
since World War I."
No matter how you look at
it, the family is quite an institu-
tion — and it seems to be getting
more highly institutionalized by
the minute.
. 
STORT
NEW YORK eft — Sen. John
Kennedy (D-Mass.) explained to
the Overseas Press Club Monday
night how he lost the 1956
Democratic vice presidential nom-
ination. Taking his cue from
1last Saturday's Kentucky Derby
Kennedy said: "I stood up 1
the saddle, and Sen. Estes 
v 
,1
fauver put a big nose betweia
me and the 688 votes."
Iota! investment of Americans
in Itoroperty and endowment of
privately supported institutions
of education, religion, health and
welfare increased by an estima-
ted $1,400,000,000 in 1956.
INSTALLMENT THEFTS
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. Ill' —Knox
County deputies said today the
thieves who stole a boat from
the dock at the Johnson Bible
College came back the following
night and stole the motor.
Gomulka Faces New Test 0 f
His Strength In Poland
By CHARLES M, McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
Wladyslaw Gomulka, who led
Poland's successful revolt against
Soviet Russian domination, is
facing a new test of his strength.
The Central Committee of the
Polish communist Party — offi-
cially, the United Workers Party,
is to meet Thursday.
Warsaw dispatches report that
the faction of the party which
opposes Gomulka's independent
policy will make a determined
led to check any further trend
toward liberaed rule •
To this end, they will tight
especially to get Deputy Premier
Zenon Nowak back on the Cen-
tral
was
If
task
Committee, from which he
ousted last October. '
they succeed, Gomulka's
in preserving Poland's inde-
Steel Sees
Big Boost
HOBOKEN, N. J. (IP — Ameri-
ca's steel industry — in a "gruel-
ing" race to keep up with eco-
nomic expansion — must boost
steelmaking capacity some 30
per cent, or 50 milion tons by
1957, Roger M. Slough, chairman
of U. S. Steel Corp. said today.
He said that for U. S. Steel
to hold its position in the pros-
pective market the world's big-
gest steelmaker must increase
its capacity about one million
tons annually.
Bought told the corporation's
58th annual stockholders meeting
the steel industry has added more
than 41 million tons of capacity
since World War II at a cost
of $8 billion. U. S. Stell's portion
of that spending was 3 billion
dollars, he said, and the corn-
pany at the end of the first
quarter this year was committed
to spend an additional 775 mil-
lion dollars.
"Big Steel's" current capacity
is about 40 million tons. Total
steel capacity is 133 million
tons.
. Slough told the shareholders
the company has experienced
"some decline" in demand for
certain steel products si far this
year but "there is every indis
bition that 1957 will be a good
year for steel."
He emphasized the company's
biggest problem "is not in coping
with temporary drops in the
operating rate" but in trying to
keep pace with enormous de-
mand under the Present cost-
price squeeze.
He said "in the light of the
enormous capital costs which con-
front the steel industry as a
whole, it is clear, I think, that
one of the most important roles Successful
in stel's tomorrow will be played
by the investor." 
He stated that the investor's
understanding of the need for
the reinvestment of profits "and
his personal action as a citizen
in helping to maintain an eco-
nomic climate which will lend
Incentive to further investment"
may be factors deciding whether
th,e industry can met its needs.
Bleugh said he based his pre-
diction of huge demand for steel
in the future mainly on popula-
tion growth and expansion of
purchasing power. "Even a pessi-
mist, I suppose must concede the
probability that 200 million people
will ned more steel than 170
million," he told the sharehold-
ers
pendence of Moscow domination
will be made even more diffi-
cult.
Had Been I mpristined
Gomulka was restored to his
post of first secretary of the
Communit Party at the time of
,the Polish revolt in October,
after having been imprisoned as
a "Titoist" — one who, like
President Tito of Yugoslavia, re-
fused to knuckle under to the
Russians.
Ever since his restoration, Go-
mulka has been beset by prob-
lems which might have over-
whelmed a weaker melt.
He has had to contend with
a serious economic situation:
All the time, the "Stalinists"
who remain in the Polish Com-
munist Party have been fighting
stubbornly against what has be-
come a steady, if gradual, trend
toward liberalization. •
For the present, Gomulka's po-
sition seems 'safe. The best the
"Stalinists" can hope for is to
make a comeback which will
permit them to stop this trend.
Had it not been for a singular
line-up of support, it is doubtful
whether Gomulka would have
lasted this long.
On one hand, Gomulka has
had the backing of President
Tito and especially of Mao Tse-
Tung and Chou En-lai, the big
two Chinese Communist leaders.
On the other, Gomulka has
had the support of the Roman
Catholis church in Poland. Ste-
fan Cardinal Wyszynsky, the
Catholic primate, urged voters
to support Gomulka in the elec-
tion held last January.
To Visit Pope
As evidence of Poland's liberal-
izedrule. Wyszynsky has been
given permission to visit Pope
Pius XII and is due to go to
Vatican City this week.
Gomulka will get one big boost
In September. Mao Tse-Tung.
who seldom leaves Red China.
is to visit Poland as well as
Russia in September.
There seems to be a strong
feeling in Warsaw that if Russia
has any thought of trying to
oust Gomulka, either directly or
through the Polish "Stalinists,"
Moe will discourage it.
Gomulka may get his biggest
boost soon, however, from the
United States. Washington dis-
patches say that an agreement
under which Poland will get
about 100 million dollars in aid
may be signed at any time.
That will ease Poland's economic
plight at least, and the economic
situation is Gomulka's biggest
handicap.
BRIDGING A MOTHERHOOD GAP
New Attempts
In Yugoslavia
By NORMAN J. MONTELLIER
United Press Staff Correspondent
BELGRADE eP — Yugoslavia
shocked its Communist colleagues
in 1953 by renouncing form col-
lectivization. Now it is pursuing
the same end with more refined
—and successful—means.
Private farm ownership in Yu-
goslavia still accounts for most
arable land. The government's
postwar attempts 4es make Com-
munism an immediate fact of
life by expropriating the peasants
was almost disastrous and the
peculiar Yugoslav brand of Com-
munism backtracked to find a
better way of reaching the goal.
Today things proceed smoothly
through a form of "voluntary
cooperatives" which inevitably
will see the disappearance of
the small landowner — but with-
out force, pressure of Commudist
decrees.
An agrarian country so poorly
developed it has never been
able to feed itself although its
resources are rich, Yugoslavia
under Tito has assumed the task
of modernizing agriculture while
transforming the nation into an
industrial power.
The industrialization program
Prevented any large farm mod-
ernization until recently. Now,
says Milorad Gojkovic, chief dep-
uty in the Agriculture Ministry,
Yugoslavia is trying to utilize
her resources and change the
outmoded systems which have
kept her farm yields at the
lowest level in all Europe.
Vlada Janjic, chief of the
foreign relations department of
the State Cooperative Federation,
said, "The problem is the struc-
ture of land holdings. There are
so many small farms that is
complicates development."
"The small land owner cannot
afford to buy the machinery
and new fertilizers needed to
increase yields and improve the
food supply of the state." Janet
said. "So we are turning to a
system of rural cooperatives is
help and assist the farmers."
• 
• 
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Confusion
Reigns As To
High Fat Diet
By DELOS SMITH
United Press Science Editor
NEW YORK al, —To the critL
ical question (for all of us) of
what relationship fats in the diet
have to any tendency of the
blood to clot in the arteries and
veins, the newest scientific ans-
wer is: None,
But that is not so much reas-
suring as confusing. Previous
experiments, no less ps.e and
exacting,- have shown 'Jut high-
fats meals definitely increase the
blood's ability to coagulate or
clot.
The question is critical be-
calm all arteries seem to "hard-
en" if their owners live long
enough. When these vital chan-
nels are thus being made smal-
ler and smaller in bore, any
increase in blood coagulability
could lead to a block in, chit
causing a heart attack or a
"stroke."
No Definite Answer
The newest answer to the crit-
ical question indicates „ that
science is not yet able to answer
it with finality. This answer was
provided by two scientists wcrk-
ing in the Un,versity of Cape
Town, South Africa.
They "fasted" convalescent
hospital oatients. First thing of
a morning, they took blood sam-
ples from all. and then gave
low-fat bre-ikfasts to some and
high-fats breakfasts to others.
Periodically during the day they
took more blood samples from
all.
All these samples were analy-
zed individually. comparatively.
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and statistically for coagulability
by not one chemical test but by
several, all well known and in
general use throughout t h e
scientific world. The overall 're-
sult was to show that neither
low-fat nor high-fats br-±aksfasts
had materially changed coagn-
ability.
Well the weather is fine and
the farmers are making good
use of it some are plowing day
and night. It is time to get
th,ings in the ground.
No new .,ckness that have
heard of and Mr. Monkey Stub-
blefield is holding his .own, how-
ever no better.
Mrs. Myrtle Futrell has been
visiting her brother, Mr. Bert
Hodges and wife for the past
few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Culp
were Sunday afternoon visitors
of Huston Miller and wife.
Mrs. Ruby St. John and chil-
dren were also calers of the
Miller's Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. Bert Hodges is fixing his
tobacco ground.
Well it looks like thew will
be another god black benry crop.
Hope, the chigegrs all froze while
it was cold.
A lot of talk of a good road
In this part of the county, hope
It isn't all talk.
Mary Wisehart spent the day'
with her brother. Mr. Monkey
Stubblefield last Tuesday.
Most people have their gardens
out, but they don't look too good,
it has been so cold.
Mason's Chapel church gave
the Nesbitt's a shower Saturday
night and they received a lot
of nice gift's and am sure they
Were very thankful as they lost
all they had.
It is wonderful how people
are so ready to share with those
who are so unfortunate as they
were and you have a wonderful
feeling just knowing you have
had a small part in helping.
Seemed Disturbed
The scientists. Drs. C. Merskey
and H. L. Nossel, seemed dis-
turbed that their reiults had
"failed to confirm" the opposite
findings of a number of scien-
tists, including Dr. Ancel. Keys
of the University of Minnesota.
In their report to the interna-
tional technical journal, "T 'h e
Lancet", they pointed out that
one scientific colleague. Dr. J.
R. O'Brien, "has gone so far as
to say 'That a fatty meal accele-
rates blood coagulation is now
-
They acknowledged that other
investigators h a d experimented
with healthy people and they
had experirpented with conval-
escents. But the illnesses of their..
subjects were entirely withcuell
connection "with abnormal coa-
gulation or a bleeding state."
They added: "It would even be
argued that it is more important
to know whether fat accelerates
coagulation in people who are
sick than whether it does Sc
in those who are well."
Explain Contradiction
They explained the contradic-
tion between their results and
those of similar experiments by
pointing to "the uncontrolled
variables in these coagulation
tests." Very few have emphasiz-
ed them, and they should be
emphasized. In addition to the
"variables" of laboratory condi-
tions, "the of the clay, the
weather, the taking of a meal as
distinct from its fat content, and
other variables too numerous to
mention" might account for re-
sults which seem to be scienti-
fically accurate but aren't.
Of course, these variables could
have upset their experiments
without their knowing about it,
as well as it could have opset
those of the scientists whose re-
sults were the opposite af theirs.
Pulitzer Pm._
MOTOR John Kennedy (1)1,
Massachusetts, newly awarded
a Pulitzer Prize for biography,
tells the Overseas Press Club
Awards dinner in New York
that "The so-called satellite
nations constitute the Achilles
heel of the Soviet empire . . .
the potential source of ... in-
fectious independence." He ac-
cused the Eisenhower adminis-
tration of "timidity and indeci-
sion in its response to the new
Polish regime. (International)
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18 Steel "SALESMAN'S" Desk
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organize work! Has four roomy drawers for 
stationery,
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partments, under lock and key to prevent petty pilfe
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YOUR OLD PUMP
PETERED OUT?
TRADE IT IN
ON A NEW
STA-RITE WATER SYSTEM
ELLIS PUMP & PIPE CO.
304 Depot St. (Maple Street)
Murray, Ky.
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